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Purposes of the Study 
The .!2l.Q._ Census of Population showed.that about one out of every 
nine workers in the state of Oklahoma worked outside their counties of 
residence. These flows of intercounty commuting presen.t an important 
research problem for two related reasons; (1) they place a burden on 
transportation facilities and (2) they require economic resources and 
time to be devoted to daily conunutin.g. 1 
The purposes of this study are: (1) to provide an overall view of 
the 1970 intercounty commuting flows in Oklahoma and their relationships 
to selected economic growth characteristics, (2) to describe the typical 
characteristics.of intercounty commuters.in Oklahoma an.d (3) to develop a 
theoretical model analyzing the determinants of intercounty commuting. 
Thus, in addition to providing a.detailed study of Oklahoma intercounty 
commuting flows, the present stud),' also attempts to answer t\\!O funda-
mental questions: (1) What are the typical characteristics of inter-
county comm4ters in Oklahoma? and (2) What are the .determinants of 
intercounty commuting? 
1As shown in Table 50 of the U. S .. 1970 Census of Popuiation, out of 
950,293 workers in Oklahoma. in 1970, 84 perc.ent of them depended on pri-
vate automobile as a means of transportation to work. This is a good in-
dication o:f the extent of b1.1rdens on transportation and requirement of 
economic resources that were caused by intercounty commuting. 
1 
2 
Since the ~ Census.~ Population reported the number of workers 
working outside .their counties of residence but did not report their 
counties of work, before 1970 it was impossible to use the Census of 
Popuiation data to analyze state-wide intercounty commuting. The Summary 
User Tapes of the .!2Z.Q. Cen~ms .!?f. Population, . for the first time, reported 
county of.work as well as county of residence for commuters. 2 The avail-
ability of .this valuable information should als9 be counted as an addi .. 
tional motivation of the present study, 
Methodology of the Study 
In the analysis of intercounty commuting, two mod.els are developed: 
a model of. commuting characteristics and a model of commuting flows. 
There are differences as well as similarities between the two .models. 
Both models are built in the form of a multiple regression equation and 
have an~lytical content concerning intercounty comm~ting. However, the 
model of comm~ting characteristics estimates tb,e typical characteristics 
of intercounty commuters in Oklahoma, while the model of commuting flows 
estimates the determinants.of intercounty commuting. The differences 
between the two models lie in the utilization of dependent variables and 
the process of developing the models. 
Since the model of commuting characteristics is designed to estimate 
2The data on 1960 intercounty comm~ting flows comparable to the. 1970 
data were finally made,avaitable through the Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
U.S. Department'of Commercd, on June 27, 1974 after the present study 
was completed. The information on the number of commuters from one 
county to another was collected on the basis of a .15 percent sample. The 
sampling results were then expanded by the U. S. Bureau of the Census to 
obtain the t9tal number of intercounty commuters. Consequently, this 
infor~tion is subject to sampling error and all the problems related 
thereto. · 
3 
the typical characteristics of intercounty commuters in Oklahoma, this 
model is concerned only.with the county of origin, and the coun~y of. 
destination is irrelevant. Therefore, the county commutin~ rate.of the 
origin county is used a~ the dependent variable. Since there are 
seventy-seven counties in Oklahoma, the regression analysis of this model 
is based on seyenty-seven observations. The purpose of the model of 
commuting -flows is to es_timate the det;enninants of intercounty commuting; 
therefore, both counties of origin and destination must be considered. 
He11-ce, the dependent variable used in the model is the number of 
commuters from one county to ~other. In Oklahoma, there were 586 combi-
nations o:f origin-destination intercoun'l:;y flows in 1970; consequently, 
this model.is based on, 586 observations. 
Furthermore, t~e process of developing the two models is different~ 
In the model of COlllll,lUting characteristics., independent variables are 
tent:atively_sele9ted in initial stage based on selected but diverse 
empirical st;udies and economics theories. A stepwise _multiple regression 
technique is adopted to select a best set of independent variables which 
explains most of the variation of county commuting rates. In the model 
of commuting flows, each independent variable is selected on th~ basis of 
the discussion of the functions of commuting in Chapter IL The func- · 
tional relationships bet~een the dependent and independe~t variables are 
hypothesiz~d within the frame14ork of household behavior theory assuming 
utqity maximization. In gener~l, the model of commuting characteristics, 
is developed by deduction whereas the model of commuting flows is built 
by induction. 
Important Definitions 
Several definitions which are important in the study are presented 
as follows. 
(1) Intercounty commuters refers to a person who was employed and 
actually on the job during the week prior to when the census was taken, 
and who reported living in one c0tmty but working in another. The data 
usually apply to the last week in March, 1970. The group covered in~ 
eludes persons 14 years old and over. Persons are treated as employed 
for this purpose who "did any work at all as paid employees or in their 
own business or profession, or on their own farm or in a family 
business. 113 
4 
Throughout the study, the word 11commuter11 , if not otherwise speci"". 
fied, means intercounty commuter. The difference .between an intercounty. 
commuter and an intracounty commuter is that the former commutes across 
the county boundary whereas the latter does not. County boundaries are 
arbitrary lines. Some intercounty commuting is for very short distances, 
while some intracounty commutin~ is for very long distancEls, In general, 
it is assumed in this study that intercounty commuting reflects more 
substantial distances t~an intrac;ounty commuting. 
(2) County. commuting ~ is defined as the .number of workers who 
worked outside the county of.residence divided by the total workers 
3u. S. Bureau of the Census, Census 2!, Population: 1:2.ZQ., Character-. 
istics of the Population, Vol. 1, Part 38, Oklahoma, Appendix B, p. 20, 
re~iding in the county. 4 Regional and state commuting rates are defined 
in the same manner. 
(3) Substate pla.I).ning regions are multiple regions designated by 
5 
the state of Oklahoma for planning purposes. The eleven planning regions,_ 
are shown in the figure on page .19. 
Organization of the Study 
A synthesis.of the theoretical studies of different approaches to 
the commuting phenomenon,. as they are often mentioned in the recent 
1~ terature, is presented in Chapter II. 
In Ch~pter III, the growth of intercounty commuting from )960 to 
1970 bf. subs.tate planning region is :examined. The origins a.I).d destin~-
tions of intercounty comm~ting flows in 1970 are also studied by substate 
planning regiqn. Moreover, coIIIIIUlting across state boundaries is also 
presented by substate planning region. A typology is provided bas~d on a 
classification of a county's commuting rate in 1970, population size in 
1970 and population growth from 1960 to 1970. The purpose is to study 
the rc;,le of intercounty commuting in the grqwth of population and 
employment of a.county. 
Chapt~r IV presents.the model of commuting characteristics. The 
model is built in the form of a multiple regression equation. County 
commuting rate is used as the dependent variable, Twelve variables re-
flecting a collllty 's social, economic, geogr1;1,phic and . demographic 
4A worker is defined by the U. S. Bureau of the Census as a persG)n. 
14 years old or over who was employed and actually on the job during the 
week prior to when the census was taken. An "employed" person may not be 
a "worker" if he was not.on the job during the week'prior to when.the 
census was taken. · 
6 
characteristics are tentatively selected to describe the typical char~c-
teristics ,of intercounty commuters in Oklahoma, The importance of each 
independent variable and its expecteq. relationship with the c01mty 
commuting rate is briefly discussed. In order to select a set of inde"'-
pendent variables which explains most of the variation of county 
commuting rates, a stepwise regression techniq1,1e,is adopted •. The regres-
sion results are interpreted and their properties are examined after the 
regression analysis. 
A model of commuting flows is developed in Chapter V. The moqel is 
also built in the form of a multiple regression equation. The number of 
commuters from one·. county· to another is adopted as the dependent variabl.e 
in the model. The price of a given qua~ity of housing services, employ-
ment opportunities, commuting distance and population between 18 and 64 
years .of age in the counties of origin and destination are used as inde-
pendent variables. The functional relationships between the depenq.ent 
and indepenq.ent variables are discussed, hypothesized and then tested by . ' . ' ' ' . 
Oklahqma intercounty conunuting data. 
' . 
Summary and, conclmdons of the present study are presented in the 
final .. chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
APPROACHES TO THE CO:MMUTING PHENOMENON 
Introduction 
The purpose.of this chapter is to synthesize some different 
approaches to the commuting phenomenon as they are often menti9ned in the 
recent literature. The discussion of commµting in the present chapter is 
inclusive of intercounty and intracounty commuting. 
For the last two decades many aspects of commuting have been studied 
empirically as.well as theoretically. Most empirical studies of commut-
ing were focused on the identification of the commuting patterns for the 
labor force of a large employer1 or a region. In these studies, various 
factors such as occupational status, 2 social-economic level of workers,. 3 
1A. R. Grimes, Jr., "An Analysis of the Determinants of the Commut-
ing and Residenc~ Patterns of t4e Oklahoma City Air Materiel Area Labor 
Force" (unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, Oklahoma State_University, 1~70). 
2J. 0, WheelE;}r, "Occupational Stat~s and Work-Trips: A Minimum 
Distance Approach," Social Forces, 45(June, 1967), pp. 508-515. 
38. Duncan, "Factors in Work-Residence Separation: Wage and Salary 
Workers, Chicago, 1951," American Sociological Review, 2l(February, 
195,6), pp. 48-56. 
7 
education, 4 wage, age, sex and length of service, 5 family income, 6 mode 
of travel, 7 etc. are generally discussed. As for theoretical studies, 
analysis of the functions of commuting is.usually the focus of research. 
Since each region has its own unique social econom~c and topo-
graphic characteristics, results pf empirical studies which are based on 
these settings may be "highly tentative and often unsupported by other 
investigation. 118 In Peterson's words, this.becomes even more clear: 
8 
"The one.general c9nclusion that can.be drawn from previous studies is 
that comm1,1ting patterns are .highly unique.· and vary widely from place to 
place and from time to time. 119 Accordingly, to generalize results of a 
diverse set of empirical findings is not.the main concern of this chapter. 
Generally speaking, the functions of commuting can be synthesized 
into three categories. These functiQn,s, which are not mutually exclu-
sive,. are: 
(1) a substitute for migration; 
4A. Scaff, "The Effect 0£ Commuting on.Participation in Community 
Organizations," American Sociological Review• 17 (April, 1952), pp. 215-
220. . . 
5R. J,onsdale, "Two Nortl} Carolina Commuting Patterns,'' Economic 
Geography, 42(April, 1966), pp •. 114-13.8. 
6A .. J. Catanese, "Home and Workplace Separation ,in Four Urban 
Regicms," American Institute of Planners Journal, 37(September, 1~71), 
pp. 331-337. 
7L. Reeder, "Social Differentials in Mode of Travel, Time and Cost 
in the Journey to Work," American Sqci9lbgical Review, 2l(February, 
1956), pp. 56-63. 
8J, o. Wheeler, "Rese~rch on the Journey-to-Work: Introduction and 
Bibliography," Council of Ji>lanning Librarians, Exchange Bibliogra;ehy, 
65(January, 1969), p. 1. i 
9c. A. Peterson, An Iowa Commuting .Pattern and Labor Market Area in 
General (Iowa.City, 1961)-;-p:- 5. -- - -
(2) an adjustment for maldistribution of employment opportunities; 
and 
(3) a balance of locational preference between residence and work"-
place. 
The following discuss~on will examine these approaches. 
Commuting as a Substitute for Migration 
A pioneer.study of commutin~ done.by Liepmann suggested two basic 
motivating forces behind dai+Y commuting. 
In. describing the various trends, it has already been men ... 
tioned that some journeys are due to the way in which urban 
settlemeI1:tS ,have grown;· topographic conditions are one main 
cause of.the journey-to-work. Others lie in the economi~ and 
social fields: in the structure and requirements of the 
moderQ system of society. 10 
9 
Thus, daily commuting is ci;msidered as a coordination between resi-
dence .and workplace. It enhances t11e labor mobility and widens the labor 
market. 
In the eye~ ,of labor m~rket analysts, commuting has long been con-
sidered as a possible substitute for migration.11 In the context of the 
relationship between residei:tce an,d workplace, migration involves changes 
in residential location whereas commuting does not. Before.commuting by 
a~tomobile became practical, a worker who tqok a job, for example, fifty 
miles away from his .home.would generaHy have to move.closer to the work-
place in order.to keep that.job. Nowadays, this ki;nd of migration is,no 
l OK, Liepmann, ~ Journey ~ Worl< (New York, 1944), p. 7. 
llFor instance: , K. Goldstein and S. Mayer, "Migration and the 
Journey-to-Work," Social Forces, 42(May, 1964), pp. 472-481. L. Yapa, M. 
Palese and J. Wolper:t i "Interdependence .. of Cqmmuting, Migration and. Job 
Site Relocation," Economic Geography, 47(January, 1971), pp. 59-72, 
10 
longer nece~s.ary. Improvement in transportation system as a result of 
eco:q.omic growth· has shortened·· the time and . reduced the costs of commutiJlg 
between residence ,an<;l. workpll;1.ce. 12 Gol4stien and, Mayer t~erefore, con-, 
eluded: 
Hist(?ricaUy, migration has served as .. a major.medium through 
which labor could adjust to changes in the.employment oppor-
tunities. In recent decades, however, the possibiiity of com-
muting and ther~by greaqy extending the area in which job 
opportun.ities. can.be found without residential mobility pro-
vides, an..important alt~rnat:ive ,to migrat:iqn; ,it' greatly in-
creases the fl~xib~lity of both t~e labor m~rket and the 
individual participant. in it, 13 
The _extent that daily s11:bstitutes for migration is_generally inter-
preted as tlle "tolerable daily comµiuti:q.g distance". There is n<? empiri-
cal evidence showing what distance should.be tolerable for daily 
commut~n~. The length of. the distar).ce really depends on a nlJffiber of 
variables such .. as road condition, 14 mode, of transportation, ind.ividual 
driving behavi~r an.d cli1'1ate .. 15 However, a suggestion of a SO-mile 
dri'~ing distanc~ one, way, or one-hour driving time made by Fox an.d K:risna 
seems to be quit~ rea~onal;>le in light .. of Oklahoma, comm1+ting data. 16 
12J. W. Martin an4 J .. L. Johnson, "Labor Market Boundaries---Inter-
county C,ommutini to. Employment'·" Current Economic . Comment 1 17, . 
No. 2 (1955), pp. 29-37. . 
13K, Goldstein and_S. Mayer, "Migration anq. Social Statul? Differen-
tials in the Journey to Work," Rural SociolQID;:, · 29 (September, 1964), 
p. 278 .• 
14Martin and Johnson, p. 31. 
15L, Adams and.T. MacKesey, Commuting Pattern£!_ Industrial WQrkers 
(Ithac~, 195.5), p. 62.. · 
1 EiK, A. Fox and T. Krisna, "The Function.al Econo]llic Area: Delinea-
tion .. and Implication for Economic ·Analysis and Policy," Papers and~: 
ceedings of tl).e Regional Science Association" 15 (1965), pp. 57-85. · 
Commuting as an Adjustment for Maldistribution 
of Employment Opport~nities 
11 
It was. pointed out by. Wolforth that some regions may have, propor-
tionately, a residential population larger than their working population; 
some regions may have just the opposite. 17 The discrepancy between a 
residential population and working population leads to different e~ploy-
ment opport~ities anlong.these regions. Consequently, regions with 
relatively good employment opportunities will "pull" workers from regions 
with relatively poor.employment opportunities. In Gerard's words, "the 
availability of jobs has been introduyed as a significant factor inducing 
commuting from home.to a distant place of work. 1118 In this regard, the 
function of commuting is to serve as a link between regions .. with differ-
ent employment opportunitie~. 
Furthermore, the improvement of transportation facilities enhances 
the efficiency of labor market with a fixed, pattern of residence, As a 
resu~t, through commuting, a particular workel'.s has greater opportunities 
for finding a job where his value _of marginal product is highest. The 
employment opportunitie~ where he works may not necessarily be as good as. 
his residence.county. Commuting in this.context is tqerefore.not neces-:-
sarily a one"'."way movement from regions of .poor.employment opportunities 
to regions with good employment opportunities. This concept i~ clarified 
by Holmes that "journey to work.is a solution to problems of spatial 
disequilibrium in the labor ,market, expressed .by maldistribution of labor 
17 J. Wolforth,, Residential Location and t4e Place of Work (Vancouver, 
Canada, 1965), p. 18. 
18R. Gerard, "Commuting and the Labor.Market Area," Journal of 
Regional Science, 1 (Summer, 1958.), p. i24. 
in relation to employment,opporttm.itie~. 11 19 
CoDD11uting as-a Balance of Location.Preferenqe 
Be~ween Residence and Workplace 
12 
Early theoretical studies by Carroll 2° were influen,ced by the con~ 
cept of the "p1:inciple --of least effort". Carroll proposed two mail) 
hypothes,es concerning the behavior of C(?DDllUting: .. (1) fo.rces tend to 
minimi,ze distance between home and place,of-work ai:id (2) the concentra-
tive effect of these.forces is an imp<;>rtant factor conditioning the .total 
residen.tial arrangement of urban population. Following these hypotheses, 
each in4ividual .worker's selection of home, and workplace will be confined 
' 
by the persistence.of the q.es~re to minimize the distance.from home,to 
wo;k. 
According to Catanese, 21 Carroll's _studies were conce1;11ed with the 
planning of urb~n, regiolls. Carroll suggested that the form and structure 
' ' '. ' 
of u~ban regions should be plann,ed c<;>mpactly in, order to minimize the 
distance from hqme to work.place. The effect,of coDD11uting, in Ca:rroll's 
analrsis is nothing but a residual of a worker's persisten1; effort trying 
to minim~ze the coDD11uting distance. 
Schnore disagreed with Ca_rroll' s hypotheses of "minimizing commuting 
distance" in, three respect~. 22 Fi~st~ he -claimed that Carroll'.s 
19J. H. Holmes, /'External, ~ODDll~tin,g as a Prelude tQ Suburbanization," · 
Associaticm of American Geographical A,nnua1~·6l(December~ 1971), p. 775. 
2 DJ, D~ Car:r:oll,. Jr., "Some Aspects of HQme-Work.Relation~hips of 
Industrial Workers," Land Economics, 24(November, 1949), pp. 414-422. 
' - ... · . 
21 Catanese, p. 331. 
22L. F. Sclt~ore, "The Separation of Home and Work: A Proble]ll for 
Human Ecology/' :Social. Forces, 32(May, 1~5,4), pp. 336-343. 
hypothe~es cqnfused an individual worker's motivation of commutin8 with 
his external limiting condition. In Schnore!s words, 
It might be argued, however, that should an,individual have·at 
his· disposal time and motiey in quantities sufficient to re-
lieve him, to some extent, from the ordinary restrictions im-
posed by.transport costs, he might locate h:i.s residence.almost 
anywhere, and for any of a variety of.motives. The latter 
might include, in. fact~ a d~sire to maximize the distance 
between .. home . and work. 3 . 
13 
Second, on lo~ical grounds, Schnore thought·that these "least 
effort" .hypotheses can only explain :the situat.ion of ·concentration of 
residences near workplace~ but fail to explain the ovposite situation of 
sc:attering away of residence~ from the sites of work. Third, he argued 
that. an explanation of residen.tial decentralization . in recent years would 
require an assumption that the desire to minimize effort has been 
weakened through time. 
To approach tQ.e issue of spa~ial ,separation of. home. and wqrk, 
Schnore proposed cqnce:pts o~ "cost ,of transport" and "cost of occupancy 
of a,site". · S~hnore considered t~ese costs as two very important factors 
accounting for t°Q.e in~reasing spatial separation in the modern. commuting. 
In .his words: "I~ is, perhaps, in the. interaction of these two broadly 
conceived 'cost' . factors th;at an exp~anation of the residential distribu-
tions of employees may.be fotp1d11 , 2 '+ By assuming distance is negatively 
related to tJ:te cc;,st of occ1.,1panc:y of .. a site and positively related to t11e 
cost of transport, Schnore formula~ed the following hypotheses :25 . 
The maximum distance,_from significant centers of.activity at. 
which a,unit tends to locate is fixed at that point beyond 
23 Ibid~, p. 337. 
21+Ibid., p. 342. 
25Ibid. 
which further. saviI~gs in ren.t are . insufficient to cover the 
added costs of transportation. to these 'centers .. 
14 
Some furth~r studies with respect .to the. location of home and work-
place .dcme .by Alonso, 2 6 Muth, 27 and Kain, 28 following Schnore's analysis, 
suggested that there should be a trade-off point where an individual 
' . . 
decides to locate his .,home ,and workplace •. More clearly, there should be .. 
an., "interdependence. between housing and job location through the linkage 
. ' \ . ' ' . . .. ' ' . 
of the journey to ~ork'.', 2 9 Other factors which influence\ this loca~ion . 
decision. could. be, among other things: (1) ability to pay transport 
costs, (2) wor~ers' attitudes toward. coJilllluting, 30 (3) availability of, 
good.roads, (4) educati9nal facilities, 31 and (5) housing segre~ation due 
to the racial problem .. 
Sunnn~ry 
Based on a b~ief survey of ,recent literature .on th~ functions 'Of 
comm1,1ting;, thi1s. chapte:f has ;synthesi~ed cJ.ifferent approaches to the 
commuting phenomenon. 
. ' '• 
People commute to work for ~ifferent reasons. Th~se reasons could 
2 6w, Alons.o, ''A TheG>,ry ~f the .Urban Land Market:," Papers ~.Pro-
ceeding~.£!. the Regiona! Science,A~sociatiGm~ 6(1.960), pp. 149-157, 
27R. Muth; "The Spa~ial Structure of the Hollsin,g t4ark~t," Papers and 
Procee~iJ'.lgS .£! the Resicmal Association, 7(1961), pp. 207-220, 
2 8J, Kain, "The Jou+ney. to WoJ;"k as a l;>eterminant of Residentia~ 
Location," .Papers.·~ Proceed~ngs .of the Regional Sci.enc~ Association, 
9 (1962) J. pp: 137-160. . . 
29Yapa, Polese., and; Wolpert,, p. 60, 
30Holmes suggested, for instance, satisfying behavior, inadequate 
search for close jobs and unwillingness to accept risk. 
31Ger~rd, p. 124. 
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be economic and/ or non,economic. In .. other words, connnuting can be 
functioning d:i,ffe.rei:i,tly for different i~dividuals. Economic~lly, the 
funct~ons\of commuting pan be~ among other things: (1) a substitute.for 
m~gration, (2) an adjustn.ient for maldis;tributi~n of employment opportuni-. 
ties, and. (3) a, locat~on,al balance bet'l'feen residence and workplace. 
CHAPTER I II . 
CO~UTING FLOWS IN OKLAHOMA, 1970 
Introduction ,, ' ' 
CommutiD:g flows are important indicators. of regional economic and 
social inter~ependence. They,may e;hib~t certain regularitie~ which 
could provide diz:ections to planni~g for econ(?mic growth .. The present 
chapter s.tudies sevetal important. aspects o~ interci;,unty comm~ting in 
Oklahoma in 1970. Th~ inci<,lence,of inter~ounty cqmmuting in,1960 is 
occa~ionally referreg to in,order to cqmpare the increas~ of intercounty 
commuting over the decade.l 
Changes '.in Intercounty Commuting by.Substate. 
. ' ' ' •. . ' ' . ; '· ' .. 
. Plan,ning RegiQn, 1~60-1970. 
The incidence.of intercounty commuting by.substate planning region 
in Oklahoma, in 1960 an4 1970 is shown, in Table I. The share of state 
commuting in each region in 1960 an<,l 1~70 is. presented in Table, II. 
F~rthermore, the share of increase4 commuting over the decade.is also 
pre~ented in Table,II. 2 The eleven.regions are.presented in Figure l, 
1Most of the ,discussion in .. th,is, chapter is derived from J. lfl:l and R. 
Moomaw, Commuting Patterns in Oklahoma, Research Foundation, Oklahoma, 
State Univers:i,ty, Stillwater~ ·oklahoma, 1974. 
2The.sh,ar~ of state.comm~ting in each region is defined as.the num-
ber of .ii;itercounty cqmmuters .in th~ region divided by the state total 
commuters. · · · 
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TABLE I 
THE INCIDENCE OF INTERCOUNTY. COMMUTING BY SUBSTATE 
PLANNING REGION, OKLAHOMA, 1960 .AND 1970 
Planning 1960 ·Regional 1970. Regional All Worked Outside Commuting All Worked Outside Commuting Region Workers Residence County. Rate Workers Residence County Rate 
1 47,915. 6,261 13.l 58, 28.3 12,426 21.3 
2 48,592 6,161 12.7 58,302 13,833 23.7 
3 33,897 2,853 8 .. 4 40,651 6,300 15.5 
4 51,426 4,025 7~8 54,402 7,017 12.9 
5 53,319 7,232 13.6 60,734 10,639 17.5 
6 153., 196 9,139 5.7 184,699 15,115 8.2 
7 57,635 2,766 4.8 59,664 3,927 6.6 
8 203,599 10,207 5.0 270,190 24,209 9.0 
9 82,362 5,570 6.8 94,562 8,236 8.7 
10 42,772 2,515 5.9 40,997 3,496 8.5 
11 25,424 1,715 6.7 27,809 2,355 8.5 
State 
Total 799 ,_137 __ ~ _ ____ 5_?_,_1__44 7.3 . __ _950, 293 1,07 ,552 11.3 




















THE SHARE OF INTERCOUNTY COMMUTING BY SUBSTATE 
PLANNING REGION, OKLAHOMA, 1960 AND 1970 
1960 1970 Increased Conunuting 
Percent Percent 1960-1970 Percent 
10. 7 11. 5 12,6 
l0.6 12 .• 9 15.6 
4.9 5.9 7.0 
6.9 6.5 6.1 
12.4 9.9 6.9 
15.6 14,0 12.2 
4.7 3.7 2.4 
17.5 22.5 28.5 
9.·5 7.7 5.4 
4.3 3 .• 2 2.0 
2.9 2.2 1. 3 
100.0 100 .. o 100.0 
u. S. Bureau of the Cen~us, Census of Population: 1960, General 
Social and Economic Characteristic$, Oklahoma, Table 82. 
u. s. Bureau of the Census, Census £! Popul~tioll: .!2ZQ., General 
Social_and Econo111\c Characteristics, Oklahqma, Table· 11!;). 
CMWtft# ~ Rill/DI IIAIINR IAUAUA 1&•41VT .... , 
II ........ _______ -'----....1~W6 
allilU'#CIR 




As shown. in Table I, Planning Regions. 1 and 2 in northeastern Okla-
homa, experienced the largest increase in commutin~ duri~g the ten-year 
period from 1960 to 1970. Th~ir regional commutin~ rates went from 13.l 
and 12. 7 percent in 1960 to 2.1. 3 and 23. 7 percent in 1970, respectively. 
Furthermore, these two .regions had the highest commuting rates in 1970. 
So~what over one.out of every five wol'.'kers in Regions 1 and 2 worked 
outside their counties of reside11:ce., The geographic location of .th.e two 
regions being between the Tulsa and Fort Smith, Arkansas, metropolitan 
areas helps to account for their high commuting rates. The share of 
state comm1,1ting of the two regions combined rose. slightly from 21. 3 per-. 
cent of the state total in 1960 to 24.4 percent in 1970, according to the 
calc1:1lation of Tab le I I. Out of 4Q, 108 new commuters during the decade, 
13,837 of .them, about 28 percent of the total, originated in Regions 1. 
and 2. 
In s~uth~ast an.d southcentral Oklahoma, Planning Regions 3 and 4 had 
re~ional commuting rates in 1960 and 1970 lower than Regions 1 and 2, but 
h~gher than the stat~ average. Respect~vely, the regional cornmuti~g 
rates of these tW(? regions, as shown.in Table I, were 8.4 and 7.8 percent 
in 1960, and 15.S and 12.9 percent in 1970. The share of new commuters 
originating in Re~ions 3 and 4, as shown in Table )I, was 13, .1 percent of 
t4e state total. 
Planning Region 5 in central Oklahoma, l~ke Regions 1 and 2; is also 
located betw~en two metropolitan areas - - Tulsa and Oklahoma City. In 
1960, comml,lting rate in Region 5 was 13. 5, the. highest in th~ state. 
However, due to.a relatively small increase in th~ number of new com-. 
muters, its regional commuting rate increased only about 4 percentage 
points to a rate of 17.5 i11 1970. As a result, its sh,are of commuting 
q,ropped from 12.4 percent in 1960 to 9.9 percent in 1970. With an in-
crease of about 2,400 new commuters over the decade, Region 5 captured 
only about 7 percen;~ of the increase in state co~utfo.g. 
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The me1;ropolitan Planning Regions 6 and 8. (Tulsa and Oklahoma City) 
had t4e two largest ,number of commuters in the state: 9, 13.9 and 10,207 
in 1960; and 15,115 and 24,209 in 1970, respectively. However, thei.r 
regional commuting rates were relatively low. ·. The increase in commuting 
rates were also relatively small. The low cqmmuting rates of these two 
regions are c;lue.to the large concentration of persons,living and working 
in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties. The share of commuting of these two 
regions was about 33 percent in 1960 and 37 percent in .1970. Approxi.,. 
mately, 40 percent of the increased number of cqmmuters originated in 
these two regions. 
Planning Regions 7, 9, 10 and 11 in western Oklahoma had more or 
less .similar commuting stat~s. In 1960, regional commuting rates of 
these four regions varied roughly from S to 7 percent. The rates went 
slightly higher to somewhere between 6 and 9 percent .. Only 11 percent of 
tl;te increased commuters;in the state originated in Regions 7, 9, 10 and 
11 over the ten-year period. 
Interstate Comm'l,lting in Oklahoma, 1970, 
Table III presents \the incidence .of interstate commuting between, 
Oklahoma's boundary plan.ning regions and adjacent states, To supplement 
the presentatio11:, Figure 2, presents a map of interstate commuting. Des-
tination counties in the adjacent states for Oklahoma's.out-of-state 
commuters are outlined. The number of workers who co~muted across.the 
state boundaries seeking elll!)loyment in the states of Arkaµsas, Colorado, 
TABLE III 
INTERSTATE COMMUTING .BY StlBSTATE PLANNlNG REGION, OKLAHOMA, 197_0 
County Out-conun1,1,ting In-conunuting Net 1-c~nunuting 
Region 1 2,559 678 -1,881 
Craig 89. 25 - 64 
Delaware 1,008 102 - 906 
Mayes. 12 0 12 
Nowata 515 34 - 481 
Ottawa 868 465 - 403 
Rogers. 13 0 13 
Washington 54 52 2 
Region 2 3,237 248 -2,9$.9 
Adair 613 78 - 535 
Cherokee 91 0 91 
Mushogee 8 23 15 
Sequoyah 2,525 147 -2,~78 
Region 3 3,164 343 -2,821 . 
Choctaw 262 25 - 2~7 
Haskell 124 0 - 124 
Latimer 0 7 7 
LeFlore 2,124 191 -1,933 .. 
McCurtain 650 120 - 530 
Pushmataha 4 0 4 
Region 4 1,889 143 -1!746 
Atoka 51 0 51 
Bryan 1~445 103 -1,342. 
Love 0 13 13. 
Marshall 307 15 - 292 
Murray 78 12 66 
8 0 8. 
Region 6 27 178 151 
27 -- 79 Qsage· 106 
Tulsa 0 72 72 
Region 7' 426 153 - 273 
Alfalfa 39 19 2,0 
Garfield 0 15 15 
Grant · 41 0 41 
Kay 346 119 - 227 
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TABLE III. (Continued) 
County Out-commuting In.,.commuting N 1 . et.· -commuting 
Region 9 216 122. 94 
Comanche 43 - 12 31 
Cotton 79 14 65 
Jefferson 20 6 14 
Stephens 12 9 3 
Tillman 62 62 0 
Region 10 204 41 163 
Beckham 84 8 76 
Harmon 79 6 73 
Jachson 14 27 13 
Roge'r Mills 27 0 27 
Region 11 651 304 347 
199 -Beaver 30 169. 
Cimarron 14 63 51 
Ellis 21 0 21 
Harper 13 0 13 
Texas 323 204 119 
Woods 59 0 59 
Woodward 24 7 17 
State 12,373 2,210 -10,163 
1A positive net commuting means iihcommuting; negative, out-
commuting. 
Source: U. S. B1:1reau qf the Census,. Summary ~ Tapes, Fourth Count, 
(Populatio11-), Table 35, A:t;kansas, Colorado• Kansas, Missouri, 
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Kansas, Missouri and Texas was 12,373. Compared with ,2,210 workers who 
lived in th~se states and conunuted to the state of Oklahoma to work, 
Oklahoma experienced a net loss of .10, 163. workers. 
More than one-half of the Oklahoma's out~of.,.stat~ conunuters worked 
25 
in the state of Arkansas. Primarily, this is because metropolitan.Fort 
Smith (Sebastian County) abuts the border.of eastern Oklahoma. The 
abundant employment opportunities .in Fort Smith have attracted a consid-
erable number of Oklahomans conunuting to the area to work. Approximately, 
3,000 Ok.lahomans conunuted to Texas for employment. More than half of 
them worked in G.arison and Lamar Counties where J)en:i,son, Sherman and 
Paris are located. With 17 Oklahoma counties bordering Texas, the inter~ 
action of conunuting between the two states is quite .sizeable, Kansas and 
Missouri together employed about 2,500 Oklahoma.workers. A little under. 
one-half jobs.provided by these two states originated in Cherokee~ 
Montgomery and Labette Counties in Arkansas, a lit~le over one-third in 
Jasper and McDo~ald Co.unties in Missouri. Colorado emplored only six 
workers from Oklahoma. 
Generally speaking, Oklahoma experienced consiclerable net out.,. 
conunuting a~most . all over tl:1.e boundary regions. The only exception is . 
Planning Region 6 where Tulsi;i is located. The principal explanation lies 
in the fact that Oklahoma's two largest employment centers, Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa are located at some distance from the state boundaries. Fur-
~ .. 
thermore, employment centers of bordering states are close to Oklahoma 
boundaries. Consequently, a large number of residents.in Oklahoma's. 
boundary.counties conunuted out of the state to work. 
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Interregional Commuting, 1970, 
The ftrst section of this chapter .has dealt.with regional commuting 
rates. To provide further informatiQn about the intercounty connnut~ng 
flows, ,this:section examines the origins and destinations.of commuting 
flows ... by substate pla11:ni~g region. Tabl,e IV provides a matrix· of inte.r-
regional commuting flows .• The region of residence is displayed in t~e . . ' ' ' 
table holizontaUy ang th~ regiQn of; work vertically. For exampie, row 5 
column$ shows that there.were.5,479 workers,who lived in Regions but. 
worked. in Regiqn 8. The row total for each reg,io1;1 indi~ates tot~l out- · 
commuttng frqm the region; and.column total shows.the total in-c9mmu~in~ 
to the. region. ,, Net commut~ng is obtained by, subtrac:ting the row totaJ 
from the correspondi~g column.total.· A positive net commuting of the 
region mean,s that tlle tc;>tal c;mt-c~mmuting from :the r~gion is smaller th3:n 
the tot~l in-.coJillllutil)g to. the region. · A negat:l.ve net commuting indicates. 
the opposite situation •. 
The.total number <;>.f int~rregional commuters was 34,ij99 in 1~70. It 
was. about one, third of tl1,e total cqmmuters .. in the state. Region 1, 2, 5 
an,<,l 9 ,co~bined ha,<,l almost 26,000 COJ1ll11Uters who crossed the regional 
boundaries for employment. A large portion of them went.to the two lar~e 
metropolitan regions, Regions ,6 (Tulsa} and a (Oklahoma Citr), to work. 
Net out-:connnuting from these four regions varieg from,3,000 to 6,400. 
The·converse .of·the phenomenon, .then, was,the significant ne~ in.,. 
comml,lting of regions 6 ands, abou1r U,700 and 81700, respectively. 
Commut~ng across ,reg~c;mal bomdari6;s appeared less ·important for th.e 
remaining regions.,.- Regions 3 1 4, 7, 10 and 11. The gross.flow~ out.of 
these five regions were relatively.smaller compared with other regions •. 
It varied from 3$4 to 1,454. · The largest net out-flow was ~SO from ' , , 
TABLE IV 
IN.TERREGIONAL. COMMUTING FLOWS, OKLAHOMA, 1970 
PRla~de of Place of Nork (Planning Region No.) R 1 N 2 
es 1. e1_1ce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ow et . 
(Planning (T 1 ) 'Okl C" t ) Total Commuting Region No.) U sa . t. a. 1 Y 
1 --- 147 0 0 10 6,400 0 0 0 0 0 -6,557 - 5,112 
2 394 --- 407 0 67 6,182 0 0 0 0 0 7,050 - 6,202 
3 0 193 --- 116 25 so O O O O O 384 648 
4 0 0 3.97 --- 236 0 257 453 368 0 0 1,454 - 260 
5 0 144 228 223 --- 1,553 596 5,479 3 0 0 7,887 - 6,406 
6 1,051 364 0 0 459 --- --- 574 0 0 137 3,004 11,665 
7 0 0 0 0 249 154 409 552 29 34 0 1,155 - 529 
8 0 0 0 72 415 370 0 --- 495 0 0 1,761 8,679 
9 0 0 0 783 20 0 68 3,239 --- 366 100 4,408 - 3;019 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 354 128 494 --- --- 790 - 350 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 --- 15 0 40 409 - 172 
Column3 
Total 1,445 848 ),032 1,194 11481 14,709 1,684 10,440 1,389 440 237 34,899 0 
lTotal out-commuting from the region •.. 
2Total in-commuting minus total out-commuting. 
3Total in-commuting to the region. 
Source:. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Summary~ Tapes, Fourth Count, Population, Table 35, Okl,ahoma, 1970. 
N 
-.....J 
Region 10 ~ an.d the largest net in.-flow was 648 in Region 3~ 
County ColIIJlluti~g Rate, Population Size 
and Growth, 1970 
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In the ,previous section of this chapter, intercounty commuting flows, 
are studied by substate planning region. It is identified that metropol-
itan Regions 6 (Tulsa) and 8 (Oklahoma City) have played a very important 
role~ through intercomr~y coJIIJiluting, in providing employment opportuni-
ti.es for their bordering regions. In this section, the study .of inter-
county commuting is concentrated in individual counties, In order t~ 
analyze the role of commuting in.a county's growth of population and 
employment, a typology is ,provided in Table V. 
Since the importance of commuting in a county's growth varies with 
the size of county population, ~11 seventy seven counties in the state. 
are first subdivide<;\ by the size of county population in 1970. The sub-
divisions are: (a) counties with population of greater than 100,000, 
(b) counties with populat~on between 25,000 and 100,000, (c) counties 
with population between 10,000 and 24,.999 and (d) counties with popula-
tion of less than 10~000. Within each population category, counties. are. 
further classified according to the 1970 county colilllluting rate and popu-
lation growth from 1960.to.1970, Thus, the role of intercounty commuting 
can be.studied based on thi/5 classification. A county.with a county 
commuting rate above the .state average.of 11.3 percent by definition is . . 
one with a high commuting ~ and one wit.h a rate below the state aver.,. 
age is one with a low commuting rate. Similarly, if the rate of popula-
tion growth is above.the state average of 9,9 percent, it is a county of 
high ;population growth and if the rate is positive but below the state 
TABLE N 
COMMUTING, MIGRATION AND GROWTH OF POPULATION AND COVERED EMPLOYMENT 
~y POPULATION SIZE OF CODr,TY, OKLAHOMA, 1960 AND 1970 . 
··- Growth ofl · * t- Changes in County Growth.of· Covered County Com- Net1 Net2 Pppulation Commuting P()pulation Employment muting Rate Commuting Migrati9n, Size ~ate., 1~7_0 1960-:-1970 1960-:-1970 1960-:'1970. 1970 . 1960-1970 (perce11t) (pe:r;cent) · (Eercent) . (p'ercent) 
More, than ,. 100,000 
Classification 2-
Comanche 2.0 19.1 34.7 0.5 814 - 4,710 
Okiahqma ~.o 19.9 45.9 0.5 2.1, 124 22,545 
Tulsa 2.8 16.1 33.9 0.4 19,434 13,778 
25 ·ooo - 100 ooo ' '' ' 
Classification 1 
Canaqian 38.8 30.4 113.8 21.5 - 3,416 5,578 
Cleveland 36.0 71.9 129.4 13.9 - 7,825 25,.329 
'' Creek ~9.2 12.4 ~0.3 15.3 - 4,795 2,402 
Leflore 28.3 10,.4 49.7 9.6 - 1,710 1~417 
McGurtain 12.6 10.a 92,. 7 8.4 - 452 . 55, 
Rogers 40.2 37.9 20 •. 6 10.1 - 3,289 6,0~2 
Classification 2 
Payn~ 6.8 14.5 34.3 - 0.1 - 214 1,881 
Cla~sification 3. 
Bryan 19.9 5,4 48 .. 3 8.4 - 1,176 657 
Caddo 11.9 . 1.1 ' 47.5 3.9 - 378 - 1,882 
Ottawa 12.6 9.3 3_8.3 2.4 - 136 736 
Pottal'Jatomie 2,5.8 4.0 - 0.3 8.0 - _2,923 - 23,3 N \0 
TABLE V (Continued) 
Growth of§ -~ ~ Changes ln * - t County·- Growth of Covered County Com- Net 1 Net 2 Population Commuting Popu~ation 
Size Rate, 197.0 1960-1970 Employment muting Rate Commuting Migration 
(percent) (percent) 1960-1970 1960-1970 1970 1960-1970 (percent) (percent) 
Classification 4 
Garfield 3.2 4.5 45.7 o.o 294 - 2,616 
Jackson 3.0 3 .. 9 24.5 0.7 303 - 4,936 
Pittsburg 4.5 9.2 40.3 1.0 1,096- 1,326 
Classification 5 
Grady 17.3 - 0.8 33.4 5.0 - 1,067 - 1,376 
Okmulgee 17.2 - 4.3 -14.6 9.1 - 1,103 - 3,308 
Osage 41.9 - 8.3 - o. 9 · 14.5 - 2,895 - 3,924 
Se~inole 11.5 -10.4 29.2 0.5 - 144 - 4,133 
Classification 6 
Carter 5.1 - 4.3 29.1 0.4 562 - 3,469 
Kay 4.6 - 4.4 12.5 1.2 291 - 5.,037 
Muskogee 8.1 - 3.8 18.4 2.0 271 - 5,688 
Pontotoc 8.2 - 0.8 14.1 2 .. 1 - 51, - 1,264 
Stephens 7.8 - 5.5 10.3 0.8 - 362 - 3,923 
Washington ·. 8.4 - 0.2 16.0 3.5 73 - 3,868 
10,000 - 24,999 
Classification 1 
Adair 25.0 15.5 82.8 12.1 - 624 794 
Cherokee 21. 3 30.5 72. 7 5.6 - 1,057 3,696 
Delaware 35.8 34.6 166.0 15.0 - 1,081 3,960 
Kingfisher 1L8 20.9 81.9 4.5 173 1,354 
McClain 44.0 11.1 45.1. 17.4 - 1,449 731 
Mayes 25.7 16.1 55.3 11.4 - 1,262 2,089 
Sequoyah 42.9 29. 8 ·. 114 .1 11.2 - 2~280 3,067 
Wagoner 58.3 41.4 50.7 24.6 - 3,8.58 5,160 ~ 0 
TABLE V (Continued) 
Growth of§ * Growth oft · Changes in·. County Covel"ed County Com- Net 1 Net2 Population, C~mmut:ing Population 
Size Rate,: 1970 1960-1970, Employment muting Rate Commuting Migration 




Te.xas 7.4 15.5 .. 55. 7 · - 2. 7 - 107 424 
Woodward, 6.1 11.8, 86.9 · 2 .• 1 118 648 
Classification 3 
Atoka 19.7 6.0. 63.8 12.0 - 307 192 
Custer 12.6 7.7 47.9 4~8 - 184 - 721 
Lincoln 28.2 3.7 34.7 7.4 - 1,326 256 
Logan 25.0 5.3 34.3 11.5 - 1,204 940 
McIntosh 24.3 0.8 3.7 12.8. - 540 - 402 
Murray 14.4 -0. 4 72. 7 3.2 - 93 84 
Pawnee 28.3 4.2 58,,9 9.9 - 672 426 
Classification 5 • 
Chocta~ 16.7 - 3.2 20 .. 2. 11.9 - 302 - 672 
Craig 15.7 - 9. 7 · 24.5 5.5 - 271 - 1,583 
Hughes 22.0 -12.7 -13.2 8.8 - 683 - 1,843 
Okfuskee 20.3 - 8.7 30.3 3.4 - 444 - 1~358 
Washita 16.3 -33.0. -37.0 11.0 - 441 - 8,3.61 
Classification 6, 
Beckham 5.6 -11.4 15.6 - 3.5 · 14~ - 2,670. 
Bla:lne 11.1 - 2 .• 3 32 .• 4 6.6 - 103 ..., 681 
Garvin 11.0 -1~.l 8.1 4.1 - 84 - 4 925 · , . 
Kiowa 9.4 -1S.~ -10.3 1.2. - 140 - 2,.904. 
Nobie 10.0 - 3 •. 2 27.l - 1.0 14 - 694. 
Tillman 7.4 -12.0 52.0 0.9 - 66 - 2,869 · 
Woods 9.1 - 0.1 13.1 3~6·' - 244 - 404 t,,l .... 
TARLE V (Continue~) 
Growth ofl * t County Growth of Covered Population . Commuting Population 
Size Rate,. 1970 1960-1970, Emplorraent. 
(pei:centj , (percent}· 1960-1970, (percent) 
Less Than 10,000 
Classification 1 
Latimer 21.8 11.2 2.24. 7 
Classification 3 
Haskell . 23.7 5.0 46.4 
Marshall 11.6 4.8 - · o. 7 
Pushmataha 13.2 3.3 65.3 
Classification 5 
Coal 27.1 - 0.4 43.5 
Cotton 19.-0 -14 .9. - 5.1 
Dewey. 12.2 - 6.5, 82.4 
Harper. 13.4 -13,.5 - 10.8 
Je£ferson 21.1 . -13.0 2,8.1 
Johnst;on 25.6 .., 7. 6 4.1 
LQve 26.4 - ,3.8 178 .• 2 
Major 1~.8 - 3.6 53.7 
Nowata 34,, 7 - 9.9 - 24.3 
Roger Mills . 11.9 -12.5 - 1~.6 
Changes Jn 
County,Com-, Net 1 
muting Rate Ce>mmuting 
196Q-1970 1970, 
(percent) 
9.0 - 247 
12.9 - 466 
5.4 - 19 
3.7 - 92 
13.1 - 287 
1.0 - 278 
3.1 0 
8.1 - 80 
2 .• 3 - 327 
15.2 - 247 
11.7 ·. - 304 
1~.9 - 206 
15.1, - 984 









- 1,377 · 
- 466 

































Growth of$ -Growth oft 
Population Covered 
1960-1970, Employment 
(perce~t) 1960-1970 (percent) 
-14.S - 0.1 
- 9.8 12.8 
- 7.8 5.5 
.,. _6.0 39.3 
-12.6 0.3 





muting Rate;_ Commuting 
1960-:1970 1970 
(pe:r:cent) 
3.5- - 16 
4.1 - 153 
2.1 - 8 
- _0.9 - 82 
5.0 - 191 
2.1 - 99 
7.2 - - 44 
4.0 
lTotal in-commuti~g to the county minus-total out-commuting from the county in 1970. 












Source: U. S. Bureau of the Cen~us, Census of Population: .!.2Z.Q., General Social and Economic Characte:ris-
tics" Fin~! ,Report _PC (1)-C 38, Table 119, Oklahoma.· 
tu. S. Bureau-of.the Census, Census of Population: 1970, Number.of Inhabitants, Final Report 
fC CO-A 38, Oklah~ma. 
§Oklahe>ma. Employment Security Commission_, County Employment and Wage Data, Table 1, 1970. 
~ 
.t,.:I 
average, the county is one of low population growth. Finally, those 
counties with population decline are cla~sified as ones of negative 
population g~owth. 
Thus, for each population category, counties are classified in 
Table Vas follows: 
Classification 1 - high commuting rate and high population growth; 
Classificat.ion 2 - low commuting rate and high population growt4; 
Classification_ 3 - high commuting rate and low population growth; 
Classification 4 - low commuting rate and low population grewth; 
Classification 5 - h~gh commuting rate.and negative population 
growth; and 
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Classification 6 - low commuting rate and negative population growth. 
Table .v also provides information on a county's growtq. of covered 
' • I ' 
employment, 1960-1970, 3 the change of county commuting rate, 1960-1970 ,. 
net migration, 1960-1970, and net commuti~g, 1970. This informat~on is 
used irt the discus~ion for reference purposes. The .text also refers to 
commuting flows to an.d from individual counties. 4 Counties are listed in 
Table V alphabetically under the category of population size. 
3c_overed employme11t is the number of workers employed,. each month in 
the _payroll period which in~ludes the 12th qf the month by all employers 
subject to the. Oklahoma Employment Security Act. The Act. was.effective 
on January 1~ 1956. An employer is subject.to this Act whe-q he has fqur 
or more.employee~ in ea;ch of twe11ty different .calendar weeks within one 
ye~r. Covered employment does not include goyernment, interstate rail-
roads, agriculture, religious or cllari-t;able organizations., domestic ser-
vice, self-employed, or family workers. This is the o~ly set of-data 
repo-rting employment by establishment as early as 1960 by county for all 
77 counties. · 
4For a detailed report of or1.grns and destinations of comn\.uting 
flows by county in Oklahoma, see J. Hu, R. Moomaw and L. Warner, Commut-
ing Flows for Counties .and Sub state Planning Regions, Oklahoma, 1970, Re-. 
search Foundation, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1974. 
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Counties With ~o;eulation Greater Than 100,000 
Classification 2; Comanche, Oklahoma, and, Tulsa •. The three largest 
counties in Ok.lahoma, as the order suggests, -- O~lahoma, Tulsa and 
Comanche are t~e sites of the state's.three largest cities. Basically, 
these counties are characterized by low commuttng rates _and.high popula-
tion g~wtQ., Over the decade, their commuting rates increased marginally. 
Even though the. growth of employm~nt i~ thes,e · counties wa~ not .. substan-
tially above the state average; it was Jarge in absolute terms •. All 
three counties had, a net ,in-flow o:f labor via intercounty co~ting. Net 
migrati~n also supplemented thi_s increased supply of labor for O~lahoma 
and Tulsa Counttes. These three counties acted as employme,nt c~nters 
• • I • ' 
with Oklahoma an,4 Tuls.a pal'tic~larly providing emple>yment opportunities 
t<;> resi4ents of many count~es in northeaste~ and central Oklahoma. 
Counties With .Population Between 2.5 ,000 - 100,000 
Classi.fi~ation 1 :. Canadian, Cleyeland, Creek, LeFlore, McCurta~n;,. 
~ Rogers.. It is tempting to describe the six counties with high 
commuting rates and ,high .populati~n gro\\'.th.,,as residential gro~th centers 
or perhaps "bedrqom" counties. However, this characterization is not 
strictly accurate. M~C::urtain CounJy ·in. Regio11; 3 is not. close,ly t~ed t(? a 
large me.tropolitan area. Its commuting rate.is not substantially above 
the st~te average· anq. its net ex1>or1;: of labor ,.is absolutely and relati_vely 
small. A massive operation of· luml?er: and wood products developing in the 
county,has employed a.considerable.number of .resident.workers. 
The remaining counties are closely tied via commuting to.either . . . ... . . 
Oklahoma City, Tulsa or Fc;>rt Smith, .Arkansas. Over the decaqe; these 
five counties ,had subst~ntiijl increases in their county commuting rates.-
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Canadi~ and Cleveland Co~tie~ also had substant~al e~J:>loyment growth, 
The growth in commuting .interacting with th,e gro~th,,of emplorment .. pro-
vided a great stimulus tq economi~ development .. in Canadim,1 and Cle.yeland 
Counties, These two counties may appropriately be classified a$ joint 
emplo:rment-:-residential growth cen~ers. To a somewhat lesser extent, 
LeFlore C,ounty may aho be. classified in .. this way. 
Creek and. Ro,gers Countie,s, both of which are adjacent- to Tulsa,. can. 
be cl~ssified as bedroom counties or residential growth .,centers. Their 
hig~ and i~creased commuting rates coupl~d with net out~commuting are 
associated w:i,.th high rates. of pc;>pulation growth particularly for Rogers 
,, . ,, ' ' . \ ' . 
Co.unty, The employment growt4 over the. decade in these. two .counties ,was 
ml,lch lower.than the state average. 
Cl3:ssification 2 : .. Payne •. Payne County stands ra~on~ in this popula-
tion category as ,a low commutin,g .. rate-high-population.-growth co~ty. Net 
immigration and the reduction in its cqmmuting rate coupled ~ith net 
in.-.comm1:1ti:q.g indicates that it. is emerging a$ an e~ployment growth point •. 
However, its growth in employment ,was. not substantially above the state· 
average. 
Classification .2,: B:ryan, Caddq, Ottawa, ~ Pottawatomie. The·,four, 
counties in.this.clas$ifi~atie>n may be further subdivided.into those wit~ 
I · I, •. 
relative hig~ commuti~g rates (Bryan and Pott~wat9mie) and with rate~ 
just above .. the state avera~e (Gadd9 and Ottawa). Bryan and Pottawatomie. 
Counties .experienced large increases in their .commµ.ting rates. and a·mod-
erate growt~ in population. Pottawatomie underwent a decline in employ-. 
m~nt growth wheras Bryan enjoyed a healthy gro"1th inemployment. Caddo 
and Ottawa both had. a slight net out-commuting and small increases in 
their coIIIIlluting rates. The growth of employment of these two counties 
were slightly h~gher than the state average~ 
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Classification !=. Garfield, Jackson, ~Pittsburg •. In ,this cate-
gory, Garfi~ld and Jac~son Counties showed similarities with respect to 
the situation of commuti~g and migration sit~ations. Both of the coun-
t~es experienced very low rates of change in comm~ting and had small net 
in-commuting in 1960 and.great out,migration from 1960 to.1970. The. 
growth of. employmen:t is. somewhat ,higher than the state average in Garfield 
County and lower in Jackson Cc;>1:filty. 
With a growth._rate of employment slightly above the $tate ave:rage,, 
' ,. ' 
Pittsburg Cc;>unty not only provided about.) ,40~ jobs. for commuters. from 
other counties but also some opportunities for a nwn1?er of iIIIIlligrants. 
qassif~cation 5: Grady,; Qkmulgee, Osage, ~ Seminole. Except for 
Osage County,; the ,co,mmuttn.g rates pf the other three c~unt~es were only 
sl,ight.ly higher than the .stat~ average. All four .. counties have .experi-
enced net o~t-commutin~. Osage an~ Okmulge~ are exporters of labor.,to 
Tulsa County, and Grady and Seminole, Oklahoma County. Residents of. 
·.' . ' . . ' . 
these. counties have resorted to commuting as well as migration in search 
. of elllployment opp<;>rtunitie.s. Intercounty commuting apparently did -not 
stimulat~ the ~~owtl;i of e111,plc;,yment in these. counties.. This. may .be .. 
explicable. in terms of the geogl:'aphical _directic;m of employment growth in 
Tulsa and Oklahoma Countie~. 
Classification 6: Carter, Kay, Muskogee, Pontotoc, Stephens, and 
Washington. All six counties experienced lower than 4 percen,t increase 
in commuting over the decade, Negative population growth, low commuting 
rate . together with tremen.dous out-flow of migrants showed that· some of 
the re~:lden"t:;s of these_ counties, may -have chosen migration rather thall 
conunuti'l)g in : se_arch of· .emplc,,yment opportunities .. 
Counties-~ Population Be-t;:ween 10,000 - .24,999 
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Class_ification .!_: . Adah·, Cherokee; Delaware,, Kingfisher, McClai11, 
Mares, Se9:uoy~, an,d Wagoner~ Except for.Kingfisher County, these 
smaller counties in Classificati9n 1 are similar ,to those counties dis--
cussed in the same class,ification of. the prev~ous populatioll cat~gory. 
They all h_ad substantial out-flqws .of commuting with r~tes variE,:d from 
21- to 58,, percent. They also have experienced net immigration which is 
suggestive of _their roles as .residential growtli cent;ers. Simplistically, 
it co~ld be that; one.who i~igrates into cme,of these count~es proceeds 
to collllJlute.outs:i,.de of the _county for employment. All th:e counties under 
this cl,ass:i,.ficatioJ1 enj qyed, a rapid growth ;of· emplorm,ent . over . the decade. 
As _for th,e con.imuting flows, the prin~ipal net flow of· labor from 
' . . . ',.· ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Adair and D~la\\'a:re Counties is to the northwest corner o,e Arkansas, . For 
Mayes and W~goner, the prtn.cip_al flows .are to Tulsa Countr, Che:r;okee has, 
two la,rge _flows to Tulsa and M~skogee Counties. Finally, Sequoyah is 
linked to Fort Smith, Arkansas and McClain to Oklahoma County, Kingfisher 
County in Region 7 does,not fit th~s pattern,. It~ commuting rate is only. 
marginally above the state average anq, per,haps more significantly, it 
has ,a net .in-flow of labor.· Employment gro~th within the county rather 
than out-commuting would appear, to better -.explain its high po1>t1lation 
growth. 
Class_ificatiop, 2: Texas and Woi;,dward~ Texas County -.has a_ low and 
decreasing comm\lting rate: with a net out';'flow of l:i!,bor. Woodward County 
has-a low but slightlr, increasing coipmuting rate with a net in-flow of 
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labor. Both counties. have relatively high employment growth ancl net 
inunigration. The .two counties taken.together attract labor from all of 
the other counties in Region 11. 
Classification 3: Atoka, Custer, Lincoln, Logan, McIntosh, Murray, 
and Pawnee. Lincoln and Logan (with links to Oklahoma County) and Pawnee 
(with links .to Tulsa County) have the highest conunuting rates in this 
classificati9n. Just a~ the .counties in Classification 1, they have ex-. 
perienced net inunigration. However, the~r distance from the. center of 
economic activity in the metropolitan counties had moderated both their 
population and. employmell;t growth .. 
The other two counties .with net illlnligration, Atoka,and Murray, are 
lin~ed to counties in Classifications 4 and 6 -.,. Pittsburg and Carter 
respectively. This suggests that link to counties of low or negative 
population growth moderates these two counties' growth. 
Custer an4 McIntosh with their net. out.,.migration are not strongly. 
tied to any one.county as a destination for their out.,.commuting, They 
have had net out.,.migration and net. out-commuting. ·· It .could be t4at so~e 
residents of these counttes have irelied: both on comm1.,1ting as well as 
migration in their search for employment. 
Classificat:i,on 5 and 6: Cho~tow, Craig, Hughes, Okfuskee, Washita; 
Beckham, Blaine, Ga:rvin, Kiowa, Noble~ Tillman, and Wooqs. Without ex-
ception, . the counties in Cla~sifications .5 and 6 have experienced net 
out-migration. Residents of counties Jn Classification .5 (high conunuting 
rates) are generally clo~er to employment centers and engage in both out-r 
conunuting and out,migration in.search of employment. Conunuting opportµ.,. 
\ 
ni ties ,are somewhat more restricted for the residents of the countie~ in 
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Classification 6~ Hence, they may be more ,.dependent upoJ?. migratic;m or. 
local sources_of employment. 
Counties,_ With Populat~on ~ Th,an 10,000: Latimer (Classification , 
.!). ; Haskell, Marshall, Pushmataha, ~' Cottqn, D~wer, Harpe_r, Jefferson, 
Jo.hnson, Love, Major, Nowata, and R,oger Mills (Classificati~n ~; Alfalfa, 
Beaver, Cimarron, Ellis, Grant; Greer, ~ Harmqn (Classi:f;ication ,2.) •. 
These smaller counties in the various.classifications exhibit character-. 
' ' . . . . . 
istics-. similar. to those, in the correspondiqg classifications for the 
large~ counties. A detailed examination of each classification would not 
' ' ' . ~ 
add to an, ela~oration .of.the use:f;uln~ss of the typology. ~at~mer County 
in .Classification 1, for instance,. is similar to many of -the residential 
counties except that its co~ting ties are to Pittsburg,and LeFlore 
Counti~s rather.than the large ,metropolitan counties. 
The .other. counties witb, high colllJl.luting rates (Classifications 3 and 
5) _in general had-net o~t-migration along with net.out-co~ting. - Both 
methods of search for employment opportunities -- commuting and migration . 
may be uti~izec\. -
The counties_ in Classificatiol'l: 6 -(low commuting r~tes ,and negative 
population growth) are somewhat more _distant fr.om e~ployment centers, 
hence, commuting is a somewhat less viable altemative _for their resi-
dents. 
Summacy 
This-chapter has examined various aspects of intercounty commuting 
flows in the state of Oklahoma in 1970 with some references to the inter-
county commuting i~ 1960. About 80 percent .. of all intercounty comm1,1ting 
in 19,70 and 85 percent of the _increase. in interccmnty colllJl.luting over the 
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decade originated in eastern.and central Oklahoma (Regions·!, 2, 3, S, 6 
and 8)~ Regions), 2~ 5 and 9 had large commuting flows into metropolitan 
regions 6 (Tulsa) and 8 (Oklahoma City). A little over one-third of all 
intercounty commuters in.the state in 1970 commuted across planning 
region boundaries, and a little under one-~eventh of all intercounty 
commuters commuted across the state boundaries to the adjacent. states. 
A typology of cqmmuting based on county commuting rate, population 
size and g:ro~(th was, developed. Employment growth centers or potential 
centers which had a significant influence, through intercounty commuting, 
on e~ployment in other counties may be identified as populous counties 
with low county commuting rates. 
Counties with high population growth and high comm~ting rates are 
generally located near employment growth centers. Out.,-commuting stimu-
lated employment growth in some of these counties and not in others. The 
former counties may aptly be enti Ued employment-residential growth ... 
centers, and the latter, residential growth centers. 
Counties with population decline are subdivided into those with low. 
and h:i,.gh commuting rates. · The residents of counties with low commuting 
rates may have mainly relied on out-migration iD: the search for employ-, 
ment opportunities. For those counties with high commuting rates, both 
methods ,of out-commuting as well as cmt-migration may be used in seeking 
employment. 
CHAPTER IV 
A MODEL·OF COMMUTING CHARACTERISTICS OF 
' ' . ' ·. 
OKLAHOMA .. INTERCOUNTY COMMUTERS, 1970 
Introduction 
The .purpose of this chapter is to desc~ibe the typical characteris-
tics of inte:i;-county commuters in Oklahoma in 1970.. Since. an ,ideal set of 
data reflecting intercounty commuters'. social and econom\c characteristics 
is not availabl,e, several social a11:d e~onoipic county qatE!, are .used as · 
substitutes. Moreover, in order to .observe t11e possible· impact of an 
indiyidual's surrounding environment and geographic location oi;i his· . ' . . ' . 
tendenCf-tO.COil,llllute, several additional demographic and geographic vari-
a~les are employed. 
This chapter presents.;:i model of comm:4-ting cha:r;act~ristics built in 
the form of. a lin~ar m~l tip,le regressic;m equation. In . the equation, , the 
cqunty commuting rate is:used as ·the dependent variable. Twelve variable,s 
revealing a .county's .. social, econo~~c. demographic and ge9grap~ic charac-
t~ristics .are ten,tatively selected as . independent va.riables ,, 
Th~ ,.multiple iregression model,,. as pointed out, by Rao and Miller, is 
designed to "explain observed c~anges in a dependent variable as .being 
caused by changes .in the. indepen.dent variables. 111 Furth~rmore, it is 
lp, Rao. and R. Miller, Applied EconoJ!lics (Belmont, C.al~fornia, 
1970), p. 1. 
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. also suggested by them that "an explicit· functional· form ,widely use.d to 
. . . 
express the causal ,relatien .between a, depe:qdent and independent variables . . . 
is the linear form. 112 ·. Henqe; to construct th~ present model in the form 
of. a linear multiple r~gre~sicm equation is considered appropriate, in 
detecting tl}e cal!:sal relation~hips between county·conunuting rates.and 
county cha,racteristics. 
N:eve,rtheless,, the use of multiple regression techniqu~s in this 
study h.as:t~o pr~blems; one is involved with the.problem of dat~ aggrega.,. 
tion, the other is ,caused by. the c<;>rrelatiqns between in.4ependent vari-
\ ' . ' . . . .. . . . 
ables., With ~the k}lowledge.;of these two pr<;>ble~s, the :present. study 
proceeds to regress county conunuti~g rates on county c~ara~teristics. 
The regression resui ts are expected to have; some .. implicat~ons on th~ 
typical. characte:ristics of intercounty. commuters .. 
A Discussion of Inc;lependent Variabl.es 
On the.basis 9f some previous empirical stlldies.of conunuting, 3 the 
independent variables select~d for the study of t4e present chapter are 
listed under,foyr categories ,as f~llows: 
(1), Social variables: 
AG = median age, all populat~on~ 1970; 
ED= median scl:),ool.years completed, all persons, 25 years old 
and over, . 1$70; 
SX = male~female ratio, employed 16 r~ars old and over, 1970 and 
FS = persons per household~ 1970. 
2 Ibid, , p ,, 2, 
3Some of t4e eMP.irical studi~s on conunuting were mentioned in. 
Cqapter I I on page 6. 
2) Econ<;>mic ·.variable!?: 
HM = percent of owner-occupie<;l out of all housing units, 1970; 
WA = average .week.ly earnings, covere4 emplo~ment, 1970; 
FI= me<;lian family income, 1970; and 
EC= percent change.of covered employment, 1960-1970. 
3) Demographic variables:. 
PC = .. perc~nt c~ange of population, 1~60-1970; and 
PD = popula1;.ion dens:i,ty, population per square mile, 197.0. 
4) Geographic variables: 
SM= dummy variable 
= .1, if .a county is located within a SO-mile commuting q.is-
tance .. of a SMSA centr~l ci~y; 
= O, if .othe~wise,. 
RD .= dUJIUlly variabl,e 
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= 1, if a county-has a four-lane h~ghway passing thrqugh it; 
= ,o, if othei:wise. 
The data on all social, ecol).omic and.demographic va,riables are shown, 
in Table VI. Th~ followi~g discussion pres~nts the respective importance 
of eac~ independent.variable.and its expected rel.ationsh~p with, th~ 
. ; . ' . 
county commutin~ rate, ass~ming other independent variables are held 
constan~. The relationship between.race and cC?mmu'l;,ing will ,be studied 
separately after .the rE?gression analysis. 
In migration analysis~ age has been usually found to be n~gatively 
assqciated with labor.mobilit~. For.instance, an empirical study of 
migration by Ladinsky found that age accounted fqr most -of .the exphLined ._ 
TABLE,VI 
COUNTY DATA ON· SOCIAL 1, ECONOMIC: AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 1 BY SUBSTATE PLANNING REGION, OKLAHQMA 1 1970 
County AG 1 1m1 sx1 Fs1 . WA2 FI1 HM3 EC2 pc4 pol 
--
Region 1 
Craig 39,.0 10.9 1. !?9 2.78 107.47 6215 66.7 24.5 - 9.7 19.3 
Delaware 36.0. 9.8 1.81 2~91 74.76 4398 56.0 166.0 34.6 25.1 
Mayes 33.5 10.7 2.03 2 .• 90 116.43 6255 67.1 55.3 16.1 36 .. 0 
Nowata 37.9 10.0 1.8,5 2.72 90.12 5278, 68.1 - 24.3 - 9.9 18.2 
Ottawa 32·.0 11.5 1.83 2 .• 79 127.71 7264 66.8 38.3 5.3 64.,2 
Rogers 29.8 11.6 1.99 3.04 · 114.87 7836 67 .-0 ·, 20.6 37.9 41.5 
Washington 32.5 12.5 1. 79 2.88 1Q3.56 9984 67~2 16.0 - 0.2 99.7 
Region 2 
Adair 29.7 8.8 1.5~ 3.23 82.44 3997 63.2 82.8 15.5 26.6 
Cherokee 24.8 9.9 1.64 3.02 73.36 4870 55.2 72. 7 30.5 30.7 
McIntosh 36.7 9.1 1.55 2.89 85.-37 4705 58.1 3.7 . 0.8 20.5 
Muskogee. 32.2 u.1 L70 2.87 118 .• 74 6554 64.0 18 .. 4 - 3.8 72.8 
Okmulgee 33.~ 10.6 1. 76 2 .. 8,1 112.41 6060 63.2 - 14.6 - 4.3 50.5 
Sequoyah 27.9 9.4 1 •. 96, 3.23 113.08 543.3 (i6.3 114.1 29.,8 33.6 
Wagoner 29.0 · 10,7 2.09 3.08 · 108.56 72,67 65.6 50.7 41.4 39.4 
Region 3 
Choctow 35.9 8.8. 1.54 2 • .83 97.2,3 4791 59.7 20.2 - 3.2 U).5 
Haskell 34.8 8.8 2.02 2.93 ·, 109.81 ·4861· 64.8 46.4 5.0 15,9 
Latimer 3Q.O 9.'2 1.82 2.97 111.24 48,26 60.2 224.7 11.2 11. 7 
LeFlore 32. 7 9.1 1.91 2.97 103.08 5093 64.9 49.7 10.4 20.6 
McCurtain 29.6 8.8 1.88 3.11 106.78 4793 62.6 92.7 10.8 15.9 
Pittsburg 33.2 lQ.7 1._62 2 .8,4 105.4~ 6690 62.9 40.3 9.2. 30.2 
Pushmataha 36.2. 8.9 1. 71, 2.89 8}. 73 3979 59.-2 65.-3 3.3 6.6 
~ 
U1 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
County AG 1 ED 1 sx1 psi WA2 
Region 4 
Atoka 32.8 8.9 2.04 3.04 76.08 
Bryan 33.5 10.6 1. 70 2.73 94.19 
Carter 34.6 11.4 1. 75. 2.82 114. 52 
Coal 38.0 8.9 1.51 2.86 81.84 
Garvin 36.5 10.4 1.85 2.78 118. 42 
Johnson 35.8 8.9 1.88 2.78 85.36 
Love 36.4 9.9 1.6~ 2.87 74.94 
Marshall 42.2 10.0 1.85 2.67 87.28 
Murray 38.5 10.3 1.61 2.66 110 .18 
Pontotoc 33.9 11.2 1. 71 2. 71 105.21 
Region 5 
Hughes 41.9 9.5 1.57 2.67 90.57 
Lincoln 35.8 10.6 2.00 2.82 92.91 
Okfuskee 35.3 9.5 1. 98 2.89 80.16 
Pawnee 38.7 10.8 1. 71 2. 71 92.15 
Payne 23.7 12.5 1.57 2.66 98. 77 
Pottawatomie 32.8 11.4 1. 71 2.79 102.34 
Seminole 36.5 10.2 1.55 · 2.81 103.87 
Region 6 
Creek 30.3 10.5 1.85 2 .. 95 109.43 
Osage 34.1 11.5 1.91 2.85 110. 21 
Tulsa 28.3 12.3 1.67 2.96 144.56 
Fil HM3 EC 2 
4836 61.6 63.8 
5542 58.7 48.3 
6820 62.8 29.1 
4602 66.0 43.5 
6624 65.5 8.1 
4265 60.5 4.1 
5621 66.0 178.2 
5561 56.0 - 0.7 
6167 58.6 72.2 
6424 62.0 14.1 
5330 65.7 - 13.2 
6440 67.7 34.7 
4549 63.1 30.3 
6644 65.3 58.9 
6972 53.7 34.3 
6979 68.2 - 0.3 
5563 62.5 29.2 
7355 68.1 10.3 
7460 64.3 - 0.9 













































TABLE VI (Continued) 
County AG 1 ED 1 sx1 psl WA2 
Region 7 
Alfalfa 43.3 12.2 2.08 2.52 92.13 
Blaine 36.0 11.3 1. 79 - 2. 79 · 94.71 
Garfield 30.2 12.3 1.61 2.78 116. 71 
Grant 42.6 12.2 2.35 2.59 95.80 
Kay 34.0 12.3 1. 85 2.80 138.52 
Kingfisher 32.1 12.0 2.QO 2.99 99.12 
Major 36.3 11 •. 7 2.41 2.81 106.35 
Noble 35.7 11.8 1.80 2.81 114. 75 
Region 8 
Canadian 28.0 12.2 1.94 3.07 · 122.78 
Cleveland 23.9 12.5 1.55 3.04 100.25 
Logan 31.9 11.5 1.51 2.76 98.25 
Oklahoma 27.7 12.3 1.49 2.94 130.25 
Region 9 
Caddo 31.4 10.5 2.04 2.98 108.59 
Comanche 22.7 12.3 1.35 3.18 95.42 
Cotton 38.0 10.8 1.78 2.73 94.47 
Grady 34.0 11.1 1.85 2.82 105.86 
Jefferson 42.8 10.3 1.62 2.60 71.19 
McClain 32.3 10.5 2.02 3.11 89. 77 
Stephens 35.6 10.7 1.86 2. 77 124.59 
Tillman 34.5 10. 8 1. 74 2.80 83.29 
Fil HM3 EC 2 
6511 66.8 - 0.1 
6161 63.0 32.4 
8073 65.7 45.7 
6291 67.9 0.3 
8277 65.3 12.5 
8382 66.5 81.9 
6684 66.9 53.7 
6702 64.9 27.1 
8462 65.2 113.8 
9091 60.1 129.4 
6748 65.4 34.3 
9437 62.9 45.9 
5764 59.9 47.5 
7295 52.1 34. 7 
6687 67.8 - 5.1 
6671 65.6 33.4 
5277 60.8 28.1 
6732 64.0 45.1 
7406 68.0 10.3 












































TABLE VI (Continued) 
County AG 1 ED 1 sx1 Fs1 WA2 FI1 HM3 EC 2 pc4 pol 
Region 10 
Beckham 40.5 lQ.6 1._75 2.61 8S.56 6193 63.0 15.6 - 3.5 17.4 
Custer 26.0. 12.2 1. 73 2. 72 89.26 6939 57.5 47.9 4.8 23.1 
Greer 42 .• 9 10.6 1.84 2.48 80.61 5106 64.2 - 8.5 2.1 12.6 
Harmon 40.1 10.1 1.82 2.75 77.36 5231 63.1 2.2 7.2 9.4 
Jackson 24.8 12.1 1.44 3.08 95.95 66.10 54.4 24.5 0.7 38.2 
Kiowa 40.9 11.0 1. 87 · 2.65 84.76 5437 66.4 - 10.3 1.2 12.2 
Roger Mills 39.7 10.4 2~93 2.81 100.33 6354 63.2 - 15.6 7.1 3.9 
Washita 37.0 11.2 1.96 2.78 84.91 5880 53.6 - 37.0 11.0 12.0 
Region 11 
Be.aver 34.2 12.0 2.66 2.92 132.29 5996 67.2 12.8 4.1 3.5 
Cimarron 31.1 12.1 2.69 3.04 99.40 7665 62.5 5.5 2.1 2.2 
Dewey 40.8 11.1 1.81 2.70 83.49 6669 71.3 82.4 3._1 5.6 
Ellis 40.6 10.0 1.87 2.65 106.98 6571 69.l 39.3 - 0.9 4.1 
Harpei: 35.7 12.1 1.93 2.86 110.22 7362 65.4 - 10.8 8.1 4.9 
Texas 26.4 1~.2 1.90 3.02 116.62 8321 59.6 55.7 - 2.7 7.9 
Woods 32.1 12.2 · 1.66 2.59 84.64 7037 63.1 13.1 3.6 - 9.2 
Woodward 32.7 12.1 1.65 2.87 116.98 8259 64.5 86.9 2.1 12.4 
Source: iu. s. Bureau of the Censu.s, Census of Population: 197.Q, General Social and Economic Ch,aracteris-
tics, Final Report PC (1)-C 38, Tables 35, 120 and 121, Oklahoma, 
20klahoma Emplorroent Security Commission,, County Employment and Wage Data, Table 1, 1970. 
3u. S. Bureau of the qensus, Ce~sus of Housing: 197n, Detailed Housing Characteristics, Final 
Report HC (1) -A 38, Table 60, Oklahoma. · ·· 
4u. S. B~reau of the Census, Census of Population:, 1970, Number o:f Inhabitants, Final Report. 
PC (1)-A 38, Okl_ahoma. . .i::,. 00 
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variation in migration. 4 In commuting, Scaff's study,of commuting pat-
terns in Claremont, Calirorn:i,.a showed that the average age of breadwinne.r 
for metropolitan commuters was 17.1 years younger tha~ the non-
comm:µters.5 Analysis of .comm\lting distance also revealed tha~ "average 
age of workers declined with increased distance. 116 Accordingly, it would 
be expected that the county-commuting rate to be negatively associated 
~ - ' ' ' . ' 
with median age in the Oklahoma co~uting patterns. 
Education (ED) 
The ,median school. years completed by all persons; 25 years old and . 
. over.is selecteg to measure the education level in each county. Accord-
ing to Scaff' s study, the, average. school years completed for m~tropolitan 
commuters ,was ©.~year higher, than .the nqn•conunuters. 7 Tarver also found 
in his study of.intercounty migration that educational attainment was. 
' , . , ·. . . ' '. . 
.positively associated wit}:i migration. 8 Therefore, in inter~ounty·cQJl!.-
muting, a po~itive relationship between the.level of education and 
commu~ing may be expected • 
. 4J. Lad~nsk~,. "Th,e Geograpllic '.Mobqity of .Profession~! ··and Technical 
Ma11power," Journal of Human Resources~ 2 (1967) ,. p. 4 7 5. 
5A. Scaff, "The Effect of Commuting on Participat:i,.on in Communi't;y 
Organiz.ation,s," American Sociological Review, 17(April, 1952), p. 217~ 
6R. Lonsdale, "Two North Carolina Commuting Patterns ,II Economi~ 
Geograp~X• 42(April~ 1966), p .. 130. · · 
7Scaff, p. 217. 
8J. Tarver, "Metropoli~an Area Intercounty Migration Rates: A Test 
of Labor Market 'f4eory," Industrial arid Labor Relations Review, 18, No. 
2(Janua:cy, 1965}, p. 220~ ·· ·· · -.-
so 
To show the influE?nce of an individ,ual 's sex on his/ (her) tendency: 
to connnute; a, ratio of. employed males _to employe_d females is consi~ered 
more appropriate than ,the ratio of males to females of the population. , 
Hence, the_ ratio of.employed males to employed females by residence is 
adopte<;l in_.the analrsis to compare .. the relative tendency of coDlJl).uti~g be .. 
tween male and female workers. Peterson has concluded in his empirical 
study of Iowa,connn1,1ting patt;:ern~ that; "the lack of any consistent rela"'.' 
tionship between .. sex an4 connnuting behavior i~. the on,ly safe. generaliza-
tion that c~ be ~ade~"9 However, since the female workers usually have 
the responsibility of hou~ewo~k · in additio!l to other employment., t~ey 
might be expected to be more reluctant to connnute t11an the male workers. 
The relationship bet"!een,the sex ratio ancl connnut;i.ng is the~efore 
expected to.be positive. 
The average size of famUies in a county.is estimated by persons.per 
household~ In general, a relatively large family incurs heavier costs in 
migration th~n a relat~Vely sm~ll family. Since within a certain dis-
• I • ' ' 
tanc~, c'1)nnnµttng c~n be.,a substit~te for migration, _the he~d of a re~a-
t~vely large family is. then. expected te> .have ,a relatively hi_gh tendency 
to substitute miiration with conunuting than the hea<:1, of a small familf. 
Scaff has found empiric,al eV'id-E?nce that the average family size of 
metropolitan coJiU!lute+s was l.S pers~ns g;eat~r than th~ non~conuputers' 
9c. A. Peterson, ~ _Iowa Conunut;i.ng P~ttern ant;\ Labor Market ~.in 
General (Iowa City, 1961), p. 11. · 
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families. 1 O · Consequet?,tly ,, it may be: expected that family size has posi-
tive association with the county commuting rate. 
~._Ownership _(HM)· 
The ext~nt of hom_e ownership in .each c<;>unty is .measured by the per-
cenJ of aU year-round owner-occupi~d housing units. This is derived. 
from dividing the n~ber of all year-round housing units by the numper of 
owner-occupied housi~g units and then mu+tiply by.lOQ. Adams and 
MacKesey,p0irited out that "home ownership is a 'deterrent' to moving to 
the ,place of work. 1111 Implicitly, thi_s stateme.nt. suggests a ,positive 
relatioi:i,s,J;>,ip between home owner~hip. an_d cqmmµting. Therefor,e, it can., be 
expected th~t a county wit~ a relativelf.higher per,cent of owner-occµpied 
housing units to have a relativeiy higher commuting rate, 
''· . ·. 
Average Week.ly _Ea:rnings (WA) 
To. investi,gate the .. relation,ship betwf;)en wages in each county and its 
commuting rate, aver,age.weekly earnings of .the covered employment is 
ad.oI?ted in the an,alysi.s to meast!,ire the prevailing wages in each county. 
A \\forker,, in, deci~ing whet~er tC? commute.or not, pr~sumably, is more 
interested in comparin~ the difference in total earnings for a,period of, 
time than the h~urly wage rate. A county with a re+atively higher wage 
is _expec;ted to draw workers from its .neighboring count~es where prevail-
ing wages, are relat~vely lower. Consequently,, the, variable of average 
weekly earnings is expecte4 _to be.negatively associated with .the county 
10,scaff, p. 217. 
11L. Adams and T. MacKesey, CommutinS Pattern gf Industrial Worke~s 
(Ithac~, 195_5), p. 60, 
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conunuting rate. 
Percent Chanse ··.~ Cov~red, Elllplo;yment ~ 
A county with rapid increase of covered emplorment is expected to 
have expanding employme11t opportunities for i~s residents. Consequently, 
it may be expecteg. that out-comnu.~ting from this county to be relatively 
less_ frequent than oth~r counties whose increases ~f covered employment 
were relatively slow. Therefo:r;e, a negative relations,hip between the 
percent chai,.ge of covered employment and county commuting rate.might be 
expected •. 
Famil;y Income. (FI) 
To find out whethe:r; family income has any influence .over workers' 
tendencr,to commutf?l, med,ian family income.is utilized. A_study of cQm-
muting in four urban. regiqns by Catanese showed that income was -,signifi-
cantly associ~ted with comnwting, 12 According to Catanese, household 
tends.to live farthe~ from the workplace as family income increases. 
Sin~e it was a~sumed in.Chapter I that inter~ounty commuting generally 
reflect~ substantial commuting distances, a positive _relationship bet~een 
family income and commuting mqy be ,expected. 
Percent Chan~e of Population (PC) 
As poin,ted out in Chapter III, the rapid growth of ,some ,_of th~ 
counties. may be because of t4eir roles as tlie "bedroom" count~es of the 
12.A, J, Cat~ese, "H~me and W@rkplace $.eparation in Four Urban 
Regions," Ame~ican Institute.of Planners Journal, 37(Septe111ber, 1971), 
p. 337. 
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nearby employment growth .. centers. A high county commuting rate is there-
fore expected to be,posit;;ively associated with population grqwth. 
Population Density (PD) 
The population per square mile is used to measure the population 
density of a county. Supposing population density is positively.related 
to employment opportunities, a densely populated county would be expected 
to hav~ a better employme~t opportunities t4an a sparsely populated 
county. More commuters will the~ be expec~ed to be originated from a 
sparse~y populated county than a de~sely populated county. A negati~e 
relationship therefore can be .,expected between population density _and 
cquntx commuti~g rate. 
Dummy- Va_riable ~ 
In ord~r to estimate the impact of a.county's.geographic locatioJl. on 
its commutin~ rate, a dummy varia~le t~chnique.is applied. A cqunty 
which is located with a-50 .. mile colIIJlluting distance of either Lawton, Fort 
' ~ ' . . ' •. ' . . •. ' 
Smith, Arkansas, Okl,ahoma City or.Tulsa is coded 1; otherwise, it is O. 
In Oklahoma, counties wit}]. this_ particular geographic characteristic are: 
Adair, Caddo, Canadian, Cleve.land, Cotton, Creek, Grady,, Haskell, King_--
fisher, LeFlore, McClain, Mayes, Nowata~ Okmulgee, Pottawatomie, Rogers, 
Sequoyah, Stephens, Tillman, Wagoner.and Washington. The geographic 




The condition of.roads was suggested in Chapter II to have some 
positive impact on the le11,gth of the tolerable coqunuting distance. To 
evaluat,e · the effect o:f road conditions on co~uting from a different 
angle, ano,ther dummy variable is employed. The .availabqitf of good 
roads i~ expecte<;l. to have a .posit:ive in.fluence on tl).e county comm1,1ting 
rate. A ccrunty with, a four-lane h3:ghway passing through ;is coded 1; 
otherwi$e, it is O. The cc;nmties with the availability of an i~terstate 
highway.are as follows; Cariadian~ Carter,, Choctow,. Cleveland, Comanche, 
Craig, Cre.ek, Custer, Grady, Kay, Lin~oln, Logan, Love, McClain, 
McIntosh, Mayes, Muskogee, Noble, Okfuskee, Oklahoma, Okmulgee, Ottawa, 
Payne;,, Pit.tsburg, Pottawatomie, Pushmataha, Rogers, Seminole, Sequoyah, 
Tulsa, Wagoner and Washita. 
Analysis of t~e Data 
In ordei: to select a set of independent variables .which explains 
most.of the variation of county commuting rates, a stepwise regression 
technique is adopt~d.1 3 Out of.twelve tentatively selected independent 
variables, seven of them are finally selected in the regression model. 
' . . ) . '• . . . ' . . . ' 
These. seven variables are·all statistically significant at the l or 5 
percent level. Median school years completed, percent change of popula-
1 ' ' ' • 
tion, percent owner-occupied of all housing units, average weekly earnings. 
and dummy variable.SM are significant at the 1 percent level; se,.x ratio 
' . . . . . ' . ' : 
13There are five techniques which stepwise regression can apply. The 
technique · adopte<;l by the preseilt chapter is called "maximum R2 improve-
ment". For a, discussion of. the advantages of m~ing this. technique, see 
J. Services, A. J. Barr and J, H; Goodnight, A User's Gu1de to the Statis.,. 
tical Analysi.s $ystein (Raleigh, North .Carolina, 1972), pp. 127-1~7. . 
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and dummy-variable ru;> are signif-icantat the_ 5 percent level. Median 
school years . completed is the on_ly · significant variable appearing in. the 
regression equation wit~ an unexpected negativ~ relationship wit~ the_ 
county conunuting age. M~dian age, persons.per household, median family 
inc~me, population per square mile and percent change of covered employ-
ment over the decade are stati~tically insignificant at the 5 percent 
level. These_ variables are therefore not included in the regression . 
mqdel. 111, 
The regression results of _the fully specified model of cormnµtin,g 
characteristics _are presented in, Table VI I (se,e footnote 14) . De~ailed 
regres~ion ~esults are pr~sented i~ Tables VIII and IX. As shown in 
2 TaJ:?le VIII, the C(?efficient of determination (R) of tl).e regression is· 
0.59.· This indicates that_59 percent of the variat~on of co~ty 
conunuting rate$ can be explai11:ed by the set of independent variables in 
t4e ·regression equation. 
14 In th~ early experimentation of regres~ion analysis, a model of 
co:mmuting;chlil,racteristics was fully specified which containeq eleven 
independe~t Variables. Fa~ily size an_d median family income were not 
include4 an4 the _percent of whi t,e population , (WH) was included in the 
model_. A multiple regression technique was utqized to regress the 
dependent ·variable -0£. county conunuting rate cm all elev~n inqepertdent 
variables. The·regressionresults were somewhat different.from the re-
sults c;,f stepwi;;e regre~sion analysis. The coefficient of determination 
of the fully spectfied model was 0.63, Se)\: ratio and home ownership, 
which .were originally not significant, became significant at the 5 per-
cent level. Population per square mile, which w~s significan-e at the 5 
percent level, cease<;l to be significant in _the stepwise regression equa-
tion. The significance of othe:r; independent.variables remained more or 
less unchanged in both models.(see Table VII). 
TABLE VII 
REGRESSION RESULTS, FULLY SPECIFIED MOl)EL OF COMMUTING 
CHARACTERISTICS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE~ COUNTY 
. . .. . COMMUTING ,RATE . . ' 
Ind(;;)pendent Regression Stanclarcl t-
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Level of 
Variable Coefficient Error Statis.tic Sig11ificance 
AG 0.14 0,34 0.43 0.6721 
ED -3.12 L23 -,2. 53 · 0,0137 
WH 0.15 0.18 0.87 0.3878 
sx 6.70 3.73 1.80 0,0765 
HM 0.54 3 .. 19 1. 71 0.0929 
WA -0.15 0.07 -2,24 0.0484 
EC -0.02 0.27 ,.,o, 77 0.4440 
PC 0.40 0,92 4.36 0.0001 
PD -0.03 0.12 -2.02 0,0479 
SM 6.67 2. 46 2 .• 72 o. 008,5 
RD 5.80 2 .. 02 2. 87. 0,0055 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS ·OF VARIANCE, THE MQDEL OF COMMUTING ,CHARACTERISTICS, . 
' . DEPENDENT VARIABLE: COUNTY COMMUTING RATE ' 
Source of Qegrees of Sum of Mean 
Vari~tion Freedom Squares Squares 
Corrected 
R2 
Total 76 10,649.27 0.59 
Regression 7 6,251.68, 89J. 10 
ED. 1 1, 3,92 ~. 82 
sx 1 289.67 
:" 
WA 1 505.57 
HM 1 388,71 
PC 1 1,262.76 
RO 1 196,38 
SM 1 2,216.76 
Error 69 4,397.59 63. 73 
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TABLE IX 
REGRESSION RESULTS, THE MODEL OF COMMUTIN(i CHARACTERISTICS, 
DEPEND~NT VAR.IABL.E: COUNTY COMMUTING RATE. . 
Independent. Regressiqn Standard t- Level of 
Variable Coefficient Error Statistic Significance, 
ED -3.05 
' 
0.,93 -3.28 0.0020. 
sx 7.93 3.71 2. 13 · 0. 0344. ., 
WA -0.~0 0,06 -~.14 0.0028 
ID,;1 0.75 0.27 2.75 0.0075 
PC 0.36 0.06 5.58 0.0001. 
RD 4.45 2.00 2~13 0.0344 
SM 6.51 2.35 2.76 0.0073 
The regression ,coefficients·, of· the sev~n significant independent . 
varil~.bles are presente4: in Table. IX. The dunnny vari~ble SM has a large 
regression coefficient i~ the ,equa~ion. This, variable can be interpreted 
as the proximity to a SMSA central city. Tl1e regres.sion coeffici~nt is 
-6.~1 indicating tq.at, othe;i: things being equal, th~ average commuting 
rate <;>f counties near metropolitan a:reas .is 6.51 percentage .points higher . 
than othe:i: countie~. The relative attractiveness of metropolitan areas 
in drawing l~bor .from nearby counti~s is then obvic;ms. 
The level of education has an unexpected negative relationship with, 
commuting. This -negative relationship suggests :that the residents ... of . ' \ . . . 
Oklah<;>ma countie_s with lower levels of education have a greater tendency. 
to go,outside their.counties of residence tq find employm~nt. For a. 
county with limited employm~nt opportunities ,there may be.a greater 
tel'l:dency for the people wi~h re~atively higher educati;on to migrate. 
Thus; the c<;:>1,lllty would tend to have a relatively lower,leyel of 
5S 
education, if the media.n level c;,f education in .a comity is increas.ed by 
one year, other things held constant, the c9nunuting rate.of this cc;,mity. 
will be decreased by 3.0~ percentage point~. . ' . 
Th~ change of population over the decade exerts a positive influence 
on the. comity commuting rate. The regression co~fficient of this vari-
. able.is 0.39. I( a comity's population c~ange over th~ decade was one 
percentage greater, its conunuting rate would _be increa~ed by 0 •. 36 per-:-
cer1tage point, other things remaining michanged. 
The regression coefficient. of the, availabi,lity of good roads, as 
represented by dununy variable RD, is -4.45. If. two ,comities are homogene-. 
ous in social, .economic and demographic charac~eristics, on~ comity will 
have a conun~ting rate 4.45 per.centage points higher than the other one if ' . . 
the fq_rmer has a four-lane highway passing through it. This demonstrates 
'· 
tha.t the availab~lity of good roads not <;>nly detel'll1,ines the extent of 
conunµting distance but. also affects the commuting tendency as well. 
The·regression coefficients·of the other three_ independent.variables 
can, be ·int~rp~eted in the .same manner as the previ<>us four variables •. 
Holding othe~ county cha.racteristic~ constant;, a $10 increase in the 
average weekly earn~ngs:in a cc;,unty would reduce its commuting rate by 
2.0 percent~ge p0ints; likewise, oIJ.e percentage increase.in the home 
ownership wol)ld re.duce the .comm1,1tir1g rate by o. 75 percentage point. The 
comity.comml)ting rate would be.raised by.7.93_percentage points ·if the 
' .. ' . . . ', . ' '· 
sex ratio of employed male and female is increased by one percentage 
point. 
Since the Sunnnary Use+ Tapes of the 1970 Censu~ of Po:pulatio9 pr<;>-
vide a.race.breakdown of the number of commuters in each comity, the 
tendency of commuti~g of-Whit~s, Negroes and Indians was studi~d 
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separately. 15 As presented in Table XJ a comparison of actual commuting 
rates of Whites J Negr~es and Indians shows that Indians have· the highest . 
tendency to cc;,mmute in most of the counties. If only those counties with 
100 or more Negro or.Indian workers are.compared out of 48 countiesJ 25 
counties have the highest commuting rates for Indians,, 15 counties for 
Whites and only 8 counties for Negroes. In tenns of state average, the 
commuting rate fo+ Whites is 11.5 percent, Indians, 16.1 percent and 
Negro, 5,·9 percent. 
Properties of.Regression Results 
After an interpretation of the regression resultsJ it is important 
to examine the properties of the results. Two problems concerning the 
properties of regression results need to be discus~ed. 
The first problem is related to the validity of the regres~ion. 
results .. A fundamental disadvantage .of using multiple regression tech-
nique in social or economi~ analysis is that some.of the independent. 
variables are almost certain to be intercorrelated with one another. 
This was explicitly pointed out.by Farrar and Glauber that 
The econometricianJ then, is in a box. Whether his goal is to 
estimate complex . structural relationships in order to distin-
guish between alternative hypotheses or to develop reliable 
forecasts, the .number of variable~ requireq is likely to be 
large, and past experience .demonstrates with depressing regu-
larity that large number of economic variables from a single 
sample.are aimost certain to be highly intercorrelated. 16 
15The number of Indian commuters in each county is derived by sub-
tracting the White and Negro commuters from the total commuters. Thus, 
the number of Indian commuters includes an insignificant number of other 
racesJ e,g~, Orientals and Filipinoes. 
160. E. Farrar and R. R. GlauberJ "Multicollinearity in Regression 
Analysis: The Problem Revisited," Review of Economics and Statistics, 
49(February, 1967), pp. 94-95. 
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TABLE X 
COUNT)'." COMMUTING RATE BY RACE, SELECTED COUNTIES., O~LAHOMA, 1970 
County White Negro Indian 
Adair 23.5 0 29.9 
Atoka 19.7 20.8 18.5 · 
Blaine 11.4 4.8 9.7 
Bryan, 19.2 47.1 17.6 
Caddq 11.3 8.3 19.1 
Canadian 39.4 21.0 23.4 
Carter 5.1 2.0 13.4 
Cherokee 22.6 16.1 15.4 
Chodow· 16.5 18 .• 0 17.0 
Cleveland 3.6.1 10. 0 . 37.4 
Coal 26.2 0 42.4 
Commanche 2 .• 0 2.0 2.4 
Craig 16.1 10 .• 0 5 .5, 
Creek 39.6, 26.7 44.,0 
Custer 12.8 7.8 10.0 
Delaware. 34.8 0 41,6 
Garfield· 3.2 1.5 18~3. · 
Garvin 10.2 34 •, 9 32.9 
Hughes, 20.4 · 5.3 41.6 
Jackson 3,1 3.4 0 
Johnston 26.3 15.0 22.0 
Kiowa 9.5 6.2 14.6 
Latimer 21.8 0 26.8. 
LeFlore. 28.4 33.2 22 .• 3 '•, 
Linc@i.n 28.5 14.6 41.,0 
Logan:, 26.3 18~1 21. 7 . 
McIntosh 23.6 16.0 · 26,4 
Mayes 24.8 0 38,9 · 
Muskogee 8.3 8.0 5.7 
Nowata 35.4 16.4 · 35.9 
Okfuskee 20.2 20.4 2,1. 7 
Ok+ahoma 3.1 1.3 3.4 
Okinulgee 15.8 21.1 35.0 
Osag~ 42.9 41.8 28 .• 6. 
Ottawa· 12.8 0 9.7 
Pawne~ 28. 7 · 14.1 26.3 
Payne 6.9 1.4 10.. 2 
Pittsburg 4.6 3.7 3.2 
Pontotoc 8.3 4.9 8.4 
Pottawatomie 26.3 1. 7 27.6 
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TABLE X (Continued) 





































Source:. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, Summary 
~ Tapes, Fourth Co1D1ty, (Population), Table 35, Oklahoma. 
The regress~on model contains seven independent variables; conse-
quently, the model might have the problem of multicollinearity. The main 
consequence of having mul ticolline.ari ty in the regression equation is 
that it becomes very difficult to disentangle th~ relative influence of 
the independent variables. The precision of the estimation therefore, 
falls. 17 To test .the extent of multicollinearity in the equation, the. 
multiple correlation coefficients . of each independent variable with the . 
rest of the independent variables are.compared with the multiple correla-
tion c9efficie~t of the estimated equation. 18 Table XI presents the 
17For a.detailed .discussion of the presence and consequences of 
mult~collinearity in a multiple regression equation, see J. Johnston 
Econometric Methods (New York, 1972), pp. 159-168. 
18This method was .proposed by Farrar and Glauber; see D. E. Farrar 
and R. R. Glauber, p. 98. This method in Johnston's opinion was .a "more 
genera~ly reliable guide" in testing multicollinearity; see J, Johnston, 
p. 163, . 
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multiple·correlation coefficient.of each independent variable. As.the 
t~ble ,indicates, none of the seven .finally selected '(ariables ,is any 
"harmfully1119 correlat~d with other independent variables. Consequel)tly, 
the.estimated regression equation does not have seriou~ problems of 
m1,1l ticolli,.nearity. Hence, the regress.ion .results and their interpreta-
tions are considerec;l to be ,statistically vaU,d. 20 
19According to Farrar and Glauber, an _independent v~riable is said to· 
be "harmfupy" correla'liec;l w:i'.th the other' indepe'tldent varia,bles if .its. 
multiple correlat;ion .coefficient a$sociated with othe.r independent varia-
bles is hi~her than the mu~tiple correlation coefficient.of the regre~-
sion., In t}\e present case~ the, correlation coefficient of the estimated 
regression equation is O. 77; therefore, none of the independent .varii~.b le·s 
is involyed with the prqble))l. of multicollinearity; see D. E. Farrar and ·. 
R, R, Glauber, p. 98. . . 
20Another statistical proqlem ,involved in the_ present ,model is tb,at 
the value of the dependent variable is confi11-ed·to the.interval of zero 
an<i one,hundred percentage points. Since the depen,dent variable is 
limited to. a certain . range, · the. disturbance. term . of the regression equa- , 
tion will not be distributed normally.. 9on$eqmmtly, the model is 
involved with the problem of heteroskedasticity and the .t'ests of signifi-
c~nce of the.independent.variables are:therefore suspect. In order.to 
assure that. the t":'test of tn.e present model ·,is still meaningful,·. the re-
gression equation wa$ transformed-into.a semi-log form. In the trans-,, 
formed equation,, the county commuti~g rate was in log 'vaiue. The ·value . 
of the transformed dependent variable, then~ was.between m~nus infinity 
and 4~61. The disturbance te~ was therefore close to be normally dis-
tr.ibuted .. The regression results .of the transformed equation were. almost 
consistent with the original ones.· The availability of good roads ·was 
the only variable whose significance· level was changed from the original 
5 percent level to the. 10 percent level. This indicates that the .limi~ed 
range.of ·dependent variable in the ,present model does not present a seri-
ous problem in,the test of the significance c:>f the independent vari~bles. 
TABLE XI 
MULTIPLE C.ORRELATION COEFFICIENTS-, (MCC) OF THE DEPENDENT AND 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, MODEL OF COMMUTING CHARACTERISTICS 
CM 1 ED sx WA HM PC RD 
MCC With Other 
Independent 0.77 o.so 0.41 0.58 0.55 0.45 0.40 
Variab.les : 
R2 0.59 0.25 0.17 0.34 0.30 0.20 0.16 





Th.e second problem of the present study concerns ~he·. applicability, 
of the regression results to individual commuters. Due to lack of data 
on characteristic~ of commuters, county data are used instead of individ-
ual responses. The problem involved in this .context is that county data 
are aggregate data. Sometimes, this-kind of aggregate data may.not 
reveal the true characteristics of commuters. Neither are aggrega~e data 
able to control th,e vaJ;iation o:f characteristics of individuals. For 
exrunple, the residents' median schoql yea.rs completed 25 years old and 
over in Adair County is 8., 8, First, this mec;lian number does not always. 
show the true level.of education of intercounty comm~ter~ who lived in 
Adair County, Seconc;l., the single number, 8.8, does not control the vari:. 
ation of education among individual commuters. Therefore, there are 
lipiitations in drawing conclusions on individuals relying on.the regres-
sion result~ which are based on aggregate data. 
Although aggregate data have shortcomings, at lef1:st, they provide 
information on.a general basis. The.median years of schooling of a 
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cotmty sh~ws the general level of education _of residents in the cotmty. 
C,ounty co~uti~g rate indicates ill: g.eneral the commuting statl!,S of .the 
residents .in th~ county .. If most of ·the cotmt:i,.es w:i,th a -low level of 
e4uc~tion are thos~ co~ties with high coun,ty commuting rate~, it ,may be 
expec1;ed tl}.at, othel'. things being equal, education is, negatively associ-
ated .with ;comm\lting. 
The present _chapter dqes proce~d to utilize regression analysis 
b.ased on .the .idea .:t~at aggregate data provide relevant in_formation. The 
regression. results and their interpreta:,tions are the~efore expected to 
have . implicat;\.ons .in des.cribing the chara~te#stic:s of cornml,lters. 
Sunµnary 
The present c4apter describes t4e typical characteristics .of inter-
cotm'l;:y-cornmut~rs i11 Oklahoma. A siepw~se regression technique is applied 
tQ regress .cotm'l;:y,cornmuting rate.on twelve .tenta:,tively selected independ-
• ' ' ' I ' 
ent vadables. Each indepenqent variable reflects. a couqty 's social, 
' \ ' ' 
econ9mic 1 geographic and demograp}:iic cha:r;acteristics. The regression · 
results show that; seven, out of twelve variables have; as expected, sta-
tistically significant relationships with the cotmt);" commuti~g rate at. 
the 1 .or 5 percent significance level. Proximity to a .SMSA central city, 
perc~nt cq.ange of population, med;ian school yea,rs completed; average .. 
weekly ea~ings ·· and horn~ own~rship are significant at th~ 1 pei:cent 
leve.l; avaUability of good roads and the ,sex ratio. of empleyed workers 
are at th~ 5 percen'I;: leve.1. Median age, family size, median family in-
c9me and population density a:r;-e not statist~cally significan-i;: at the 5 
percent level; therefore~ they are not included in th~ final regression. 
equa'l;:ion. 
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In general, the regression result~ imply that a typical ·interc9unty 
cofflllluter in Oklah~ma may be,expected to be the one who: (1} has a rela-
tively low level of education, (2) lives in a county in.which the pre-
vaUing wage rate is relatively low, (3) lives in a c<;>unty. in which the 
population grow.th is 'I'elatively high, (4) lives c~ose,to a SMSA central 
city and (5) lives. in a coun1;:y in .which good roads are ava:i,.lable. In 
addition, a male \\lorkei: and/or a.homeowner may,also be·expected to have a 
relative~y high tendency to commute than if.otherwise. A.separate study 
on race il\dicates that .the tendency to COIIII!lUte of Whites -.is relatively. 
lowe+ than Indians but h:i,.gher than Negroes. 
CHAPTER V 
THE DETERMINANTS OF INTERCOUNTY C.OMMUTING 
Introduction 
Th~ purpose ,of this chapter is to build a model to analyze the 
dete~inan.ts 9f intercounty commuting. The model is built in the form of 
a multiple.regression equation. The number of commuters from one county 
to another is used as the dependent variable. 
Since no single variable is capable.of explaining the variation of 
intercounty commuting flows, the present chapter attempts to select 
several important independent .variables for the mc;,del which determine 
intercounty commuting flows. These independent.variables are derived 
from the theoretical discussion of the functions of cc;,mmuting. The func~ 
tional relat~onships between the dependent and indepe~dent variables are 
hypothesized on tl;te basis of a priori economic theories. These independ 
ent variables are:. the price of a given quality of housing services, 
employment opportunities, commuting distance and county population be-
tween 18 and 64 years of age. In the first section, the functional 
relationships between depend<:mt and independent variables are discussed 
anc;l then hypothe~ized. An integrat~d theory.of intercounty conunuti~g is 
then synthesized in the section .. The second section provides. the related 
Oklahoma intercounty commuting data which will be used to test the 
hypotheses of the model. An empirical tes,t of the model is performed in 
the .same section. The results of the empirical test are discussed in the 
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th.ird sectiqn. The final section SUII!Illarizes the analy.s;i.s of the ,present 
ch.apter. 
Theoretical Framework 
Householq Behavior Thec;>ry 
As pointed out earlier, one,of the ftm.ctions of commtJting was.c;on-. 
sidered as a locatiopal . balance betwe~n residence anc,l workplace. . Hence, 
a detenninan,t of intercounty commuting can be traced through a comparison 
' \ '. . ' ' ' , ' 
of tQ.e re~ativ.e pr:i,.ces .of a given. quality of housing, serv~ces .. in the 
counties of origin and dest~nat~on .. 
Consider an inq.iv;i.dual with utility functi9n: ~. · 
U = U(X, H, R) (1) 
where Xis a,ny composite c~mmoditr which consists of m~rket ~oods and the. 
time ,of cc,msuming t4.a t commodity. 2 H s t~ds , for a , given quality .of . 
housing servi.ces, an.d R, hCl~rs :of leisure. 
To maximi.ze his utility, this individual is subject to money income 
and time constra~nts: 
(2) 
(3} 
1This·kindof utility funct;ton is used by W~ Mank~n, "A New Loqk at 
th,e Muth Model," The Aineric,an Economi9 Review, 62(Decem:qer, 197..2) • · · 
pp. 98,0-~8.2 ~ . The c9mposite ·commodity and leisure in the -,Muth Jnodel are 
lumped together, whereas in.Mankin's mode~ they are separated. 
2The "time" c,f consuming a composite commodity, in .this cont~xt, is -
interpr,eted, very broad.ly, For _instan.ce,. the time ,of consuming b~eakfast. 
includes . the shqpping t~me, preparing tiine and the time of actm:1lly c11>n, 
suming the breakfast.' See ·G. S. Becke~, Ecqnomic Theory. (New York, 
1971), p. 45. ' 
where X = ,composite commodi~y; 
P .. = the price of a composite commodity, X; 
·X 
tx = the.fixed time of consuming composite coJIU!,lodity X 
H = a given quality of housing services; 
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Ph(k) = the price of a given quality of housing services which is a 
funct~on of commuti~g distance, k; 
k = c~mmuting distance, between the place of work and th,e place of 
residence; . 
M{k) = commuting cost,in terms of money; 
W = wage rate per hour; 
tw = fixed hours-of.work; 
V = income oth~r than wage; a~d 
tm(k) =_commuting tim~. 
For the.sake of,simpli(;ity, several assumptions are made: (1) hours 
of work and the time of consumiD:g composite cqmmodities are, not,affected 
bf the change of COJIU!,lUti~g distance; 3 (2.) the price of a given quality of,, 
housing services i~ a negati.~e functiqn of .comm~ting dis~ance between 
residence and workplace; 4 and (3) commuting cost and commuting time al'e a 
positive functton of commuting distan~e. That is: 
3rt is implicitly. ass4Dled that an in4ivid,ual 's consumption pattern . 
is fixed. . The only thing th,at, can be adjusted due . to the. change of 
commutil'lg distance-is .hours'of leisure. 
4This assumpt~on has been used by Schnore,and Kain in their studies 
of commut'ing. See L. F. Schnore, "The .Separa,tion of Home,, and Work: A 
Problem for Human Ecology," Social Forces, 32 (May, 19S4), p. 342 and 
J. F. Kain~ "The ·.Journey to Work as a Dete~n~t of Residential . 
Location," -Papers-!!!! Proceedings· of, the Regional S~ience · Association,· 
9 (1962), p. 140~ ·. . . . · ' 
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ar at atm(k), w 0 . ~:= 0 . = t.1 (k) > 0 ak = ' ak ' ak m 
aPh(k) 
= Ph(k) < 0 . aM(k) M' (k) > 0 ak ' ak ·= 
To find this individual equilibrium condition, set up a LaGrangiiµi: 
+ µ[24 - t - t - t (k) - R] 
W X m 
(4) 
The first order. cc;mdi tion, requires. the , following: 
aL 
ux .. AP X 0 ax= = (5) 
aL u - >..Ph (k) 0 aH·= = H (6) 
aL 
UR :,0 air= - µ (7). 
a1 ak = 1ic + >..[-Ph(k)H - M' (k}] + µ[-t~(k)] = O (8) 
Equation (8) states. the condit.ion of locational equilibrium for this 
individual. If commuting yields d,isutility or, at .most, zero utqity, 5 
qquation (8) can be rewritten ·as 
5Since marginal utility of work is negative, if commuting is con-
sidered part of work,· then a plausible assumption is. ,that mai:ginal -uti,li~ 
ty of. cornm~tin,g is negative. See· "So Stc;>p Whining: for Some Americans; 
the Commut~-to-Work is Almost a Job Its~lf," Wall Street Journal.; 
(June ·27, 1973), p. 1. · · -
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(9) 
Essentially,. Equation .C9} indicates .. that :the saving on housing expendi-
ture by movi~g fa:i;thei: from the place of work shoulcJ be at least as great 
as the increase of transportation cost plus some mo:q.etary compensation of. 
the loss of leisure.time .due tc;> the .increasing commuting distance •. 
Mathematical~y, to assure the eqt1ilibrium location yields maximum 
utility, the, second order .condition requires.: 7 . 
). [ -P".(k)H - M'1 (k)] + µ [ -t" (k)] < 0 h · m· (10) 
Rearrange Equation (1), it becomes 
-).P.h (k) .H < M" (k) + ~ • t; (k) 
Equat~on (11) shows,that.addition,al saying on housing expenditures by 
m~ving awa):" from the.place. of work is les~ thar1: the additional costs of 
GThe notation ,A ,refers tq the marginal utility of.income per dollar, 
and µ 1 the marginal qtility of.time per hour. Thus,)./µ is the shadow 
price of time., Gen~rally 1 '.the shadow price of ttme is. not :equal to w~ge. 
For a detailed discussion on .the price .of time, see M .. B. Johnson, " 
''Travel Time and Price . of Leisure," Western Economic. Journal, 4 (Spring 1 
1966), p. 137... . . 
7Totally differentiating 
followini H~ssian: · 
Equations (5), (6), (7) and (8) gives.the 
V:x;x UXH 0xR 0 
lJHX UHH UHR -AP' (k) Isl h ' = 
.,RX URH URR 0 
Q -).Ph (k) 0 ). [ -P" (k)H-M" (k)] +µ [ -t" (k)] . m 
The second-order condition requires the factors.on the_ maiIJ. diagonal of 
the Hessian to be negative; therefore, A[-P"(k)H-M"(k)]+µ[-tM(k)] has to 
be neg~tive. fior an extens.ive discussion of .second-order cond:i,.tio1' of 
maximiz.ation ai;id mi~imization, s~e A. Chiang; Fundamental Meth~ds of 
MathE;'mat:i,.cal_Econoip.ics _(New Y<:>rk, 1967), pp. 326-342. 
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commuting. It actually sets a limit on moving away from the ,place of 
work. Cons~quen_tly, there is a maximwn dist8:Jlce. an incJividual can bene-. 
fit by locating him~elf at a distance from the place of work. Beyond. 
this distancethe "benefit" will become a cost. 
Labor Market Theoiy, 
The detenninant of intercounty commuting can also be inferred by 
comparing t~e emploYID:ent opportunities in the cotl.nty of residence and it~ 
neighboring coun,~ies. A coup.ty.with employment in~reasing less .rapidly 
or even declining relative to its neighboring counties can be another 
factor which induces its residents to commute out .. to work. Moreover,. 
wage differences aJI/-Ong. the residen.ce. coun~y and the , adjacent . coun~ies may 
also affect intercounty, comm~ting. The following figures will help_ to 
show t4e significance of employment opportunities and wage differeijces in 
intercounty co~uting. 
To start with, a~swne that two _counties have identical amounts of 
labor suppiy, OE; howeve:r;, due to different econqmic situations, county i 
has a lower deman4 for labor than county j. The wage. rate in county·. i 
therefore is.lower than in county j. The rates are Wiand Wj, respec".' 
tively, as shown in Figure; 3.. Supposing commuttng cqst is zero., an 
equqibrating force will en~ble ,work~rs in county i commuting to county j 
te> obtain emplorment and higher wages. final equUibrium will be 
achieved when the wage rates in both counties converge to,W. The employ-,,, 
•. ' It ' ' ' 
ment .. in .county. i will be Ei, an.d county j, Ej. 
However, _in reality, commut:J.ng does involve moI?,ey and ti~e. A more, 
realistic situation of .equilibriwn i~ shown in Figure 4. The equili-
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the two counties. There are still some difference in,wage rates between. 
the two counties; some workers do commute from county i to county j, 
though the number is sm~ller compare4 with Figure 3. OE! workers are 
l. 
actually employed in county i; OEj workers,are employed in county j. 
Holdin~ the labor supply constant, workers will commute from county 
i to cqunty j if .the employment opportunities in county j are relatively 
better in ,county i. The mod.el thus hypothesiz.es .that the number of com-
muters from county i to j is positively related to the ratio .of emplor-
ment opportunities in county j to counti i; E./E .. 
J l. 
Gravity Model 
The concept of a.gravity model is borrowed from Newtonian physics' 
role of gravitational force. According to the role, the interaction 
between.the two masses:vary positively with the size of the masses and 
negatively with the.distance between the two masses. In terms of inter-
county commuting, the size of mass in each county is.measured by county 
population between 18 and 64 years of age. Average distance between two 
counties is estimated by the.distance between the county seats. 
To devel,op a.gravity model of intercqunty commuting, several impor-, 
tant assumptions have to be made: 8 (1) all workers are homogeneous with 
respect.to social and economic characteristics so that a theqretical 
study of commuting can be carried out by analyzing a representative 
worker's colilIIluting behavior, (2) no money and time ,cost are actuaHy 
i:n,volved in commuting, and (3) other things are held constant. 
8For a q.etailed discussion of this tqpic, see W. Isard, Methods of. 
Regional Analysis: An Introduction .!£. Regional .. Scien~e (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1960), pp. 493-544. 
In proba~ility theory, th~ possibility of a representative worker 
living in county i who will commute.to county,j to work is P/P· Where 
Pj is the population as defined in county j and P stands for the total 
population between 18 and 64 years of age in the commuter-shed area 
S'Qrrounding county .i. 9 Since the defined population in county i is P., ._ 1 · 
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the.total expected number of commuters originated in county.i and termi-
nated iij county j, T .. , will be P; •P./P., 
lJ · 1 J 1 
The next step is.to fi~d out the _possible.effect of distance on com-
muting. Let_Mij be the actual number.of commuters from i,to j, assuming 
that.the ratio .of actual and expected number of commuters _from i to j -is 
a log-linear negative function of distance. l O That is, 
M .. 
log ..2l.. = a - b log D .. 
T.. lJ 
lJ 
where Dij stands:for the distance be~ween couijty i and county j. 
forming (11) into a non-log form: 
M .. 
..2:l. = ....s. 





where c is the.anti-log of constant a. Rear:i;anging (12) by substituting 
T .. with P.•P./P 
lJ ', 1 · J 




(13) = C . b . lJ D •. 
lJ 
9Commuter shed of county i is defined as the.area inclusive of all 
counties receiving commuters from county i. 
10rntuitively, the expected n~mber of commuters is calculated regard-
less of dis~anc~. A gap between the expected-and actual figures _will _be 
smaller if the distance is shorter than it is otherwise. The ratio of 
expected and actual :r{umb~r of comm~ters is therefqre,negatively associ':" 
ated with distance. See Isard, p. 494. 
Since P can be considered a.s a constant, let G = c/P, a final form of, 
gravity model.of ill.tercounty- connnuti~g can be written as; 
P. • P. 
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M •. = G • 
J.J 





Equation (14) indicates that the number of commuters from county i to 
county j is pos~tively associated with the size of population between 1& 
and,64 years of age.of both countifi:S and negatively associated with the 
distance between the two coUilties. 
A Synthesized-Theory of,Intercounty Commuting 
On_ the basis :Of the, above discussion,. three hypotheses concerning 
intercquntr, commuti~g flows are formulated, Followill.g the household 
behavior theor:y, the .. number of .comm~ters from county i to county j is 
hypoth.esized positively associated w:i,th the price ratio .of a given 
quality o:( housing serv:i,ces .. between the t~o coUI1ties, i.e. , H/Hi. From 
the ,labor market t~eory, th,e, intercounty ,commuting flow from county i. to 
county.j is also hypotl).esi:z;ed positively related, to the ratio of,employ-
ment opportunities, E/Ei, in the.two countj,.es. Based on the gravity 
concept, the .,hypothesis is that .the magnitude of commuti:rig flow from 
county i to county j varies, pos~ ti v~ly with th,_e defined population o{ the . 
two counties ancl negatively .with the distance between the two count,ies., 
'. • ,. • • ' • > I \, 
To develop a theoretical model of intercounty commuting, three 
hypothese~ fermulated aqove ,,are integrated togethe~ into the. following 
form: 
H .. E, 
= f(...l. ....L p ) MiJ" H.' E.' D. ·~ P., . 






a ...l. H. 
1 
aM •• 
0 . _u, > 
' E. a ...l. E. 
1 
at,1. • 




0 ; _u, 0 . . < ao .. ' 
1J 
The theoretical model can, in turn, be interpreted from the view-.· 
point of household behavior theory. The interpretation is that an 
ind~vidual who comm:utes to work,does so because: (l} he can achieve a 
desirable trade-off between housi~g expenditures and co~uting costs and 
(2) he can obt.ain better employment . in the destination county; The 
distanc;e variable in the model can be tre~ted as ·an.aggregate disutility 
which offsets the .savi11-gs on housing expendi tµres _and d~sceunts .. the 
employment opport~ities in. the destination county. Population betwe~n 
18. and ,64 years :Of a~e in the origin and destin~tion are used in the 
model as ,scale factors . to con.trol the Jntercounty commuting flows .. 
Empiric~l Test of·the Hypotheses 
To measure the price of ,a given qualitY. of hQusing services in each 
coun~y; three kinds of measurement are used. They are: the median value 
of owner ... occ~pied hous:i,.ng units,. the .median contract rent and real .estate. 
and inwrovemel).t per square mile. These. data along with employment.by 
establishment al).d county.populati9n between 18 ~d 64 years of age are 
present(;)d in .Tabl.e :x;n r The _average distance between counties of. origin .. 
and destination is measured by the distance between their county. seats. 
The measurement is based on th~ Official Highway.Map prepared by Oklahom~ 
Highway Commission. The _number of comm4,ters from one.county to another 
is identified from tl;l.e Summary ~ Tapes of 1970: Census of. Populati,on, 
fourth count, population, Tab_le 35. There are 92,953 intercounty 
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TABLE XII 
COUNTY DATA ON THE PRICE OF HOUSING, EMPLOYMENT AND 
WORKING POPULATION, OKLAHOMA, 1970 · 
Real Estate: Median Employ- County Median and Value of. Population 
County Contract Improvements · Owner- ment by Between 18 Establish-Rent 1 per Square Occupied ment 3 and 64 Years. Mile2 Hous.ing1 of Age4 
Region 1 
Craig. 48 122.26 75 5,800. 8,121 
Delaware 40 133.35 90 3,560 9,112 
Mayes. 51 196.43, 90 6,690 12,309 
Nowata 43 99.10 61 2,430 5,158 
Ottawa 47. 257.40 77 10,625 16,905 
Rogers. 58, 229.05 114 5,810. 15,494 
Washington 65 584.90 131 19,520 23,734 
Region 2 
Adair 40 78.04 64 4,140 7,562 
Cherokee 55 9?,08 98 6,030 13,122 
McIntosh 38, 93.91 67 3,300 6,432 
Muskogee 52 285.63 88 20,875 31,189 
'•. 
Okmulgee 46 178.29 65 10,150 18,832 
Sequoyah. 43 61.40 68 4,400 11,853 
Wagoner 49 151. 99 91 3,600 11,748 
Region·3 
Choctow 37 95.31 51 4,300 7,465 
Haskell 38 62.63. 59 2,480 4,9~0 
Latime~ 44 43.85 64 2,400 4,767 
LeFlore, 39 63 .• 26 61 (;,~940 16,555 
McCurtain 38 64.76 55 7,550 14,101 
Pittsburg 49 116. 65 81 13,225 20,803 
Pushmataha 38 33.94 53 2,700 4,602 
Region 4 
Atoka. 41 61.42 60 2,750 5,790 
Bryan 44 134.04 68 7,360 14,060 
Carter 49 202.51 8.3 14~175 19,667 
Coal 38 62.91 50 1,610 2,448 
Garvin 47 147.87 76 8,970 13,221 
Johnson 38 64.88 50 2,000 4,164 
Love. 41 67.36 67 1,950 2,945 
Marshall 39 113. 23 66 2,310 4,041 
Murray 46 113.94 68 3,530 5,465 
Pontotoc 47 222 .. 89 87 10,380 15,659 
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County Contract Improvements· Owner- me:nt b)'." Between 18 
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Hughes 38 65.04 52 4,030 6,799 
Lincoln 42 94,67 72 5, 18,0 . 10,078 
Olduskee 38 62.60 50 2 ,8.80 5,173 
Pawnee 44 128.70 72 2,960 5,889 
Payne 76 311. ~8 121 18,000 33,233 
Pottawa1:omie 50 228.81 84 12,075 23,362 
Seminole 42 124.41 64 8,960 13,065 
Region 6 
Creek 53 1$0.37 78 10,903 24,041 
Osage· 48 67.07 79 7,950 16,267 
Tulsa 82 4,045.61 138 187,647 228.,425 
Region 7 · 
Alfalfa 45 164.32 66 2,870 3,585 
Blaine 44 116. 27 80 4,430 6,032 
Garfield 67, 398.13 166 22,900 30. ,563 
Grant 51 166.83 67 3,300 3,702 
Kay 56 382.27 119 · 20,200 26,578 
Kingfisher 60 172. 04 116 5,590 6,563 
Major. 55 103.90 83 3,400 3,957 
Noble 48 114 .14 85 4,450 5,236-
Region 8 
Canadian 60 235.83 L~l 8,800 17,382 
Cleveland 89 694.32 139 24,622 50,645 
Logan 47 141.65 80 5,560 10,448 
Oklahoma, 76 3,965.66 133. 260,838 300,359 
Regic;m 9 
Caddo 44 141. 84 78 7 ,.740 14,835 
Comanche 8.9 375.82 135 25,175 67,157 
Cott(\?n 43. 100.58 66 2,640 3,604 
Grady 48 153.84 78. 9,330 15,469 
Jefferson 38 77. 41 52 2,160 3,682. 
McClain 45 133.86 80 3,350 7,450, 
Stephens 51 181. 07 72 13,440 19,814 
Tillman 44 139.87 68 5,910 6,494 
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46 111.11 70 6,830 8,232 
Custer 64 1$3.86 117 8,460 13,770 
Greer 39 101.76 66 2,510 4,275 
Harmon 38. 87.69 72 1,930 · 2,533 
Jackson. 66 198.89 100 9,420 17,002 
Kiowa 41 111.65 63 4,410 6,392 
Roger Mills 38 49.82 58 1,510 2,402 
Washita 49 122.84 72 5,110 6,502 
Region 11 
Beaver 59 53 .• 45 97 2,740 3,521 
Cimarron 56 38.20 89 1,560 2,202 
Dewey 43 73.12 61 2,800 3,043 
Ellis 52 57.33 72 2,430 2,705 
Harper 51 65.33 79 2,090. 2,778 
Texas 64 95. 72 121 6,120 9,278 
Woods 56 95,53 87 4,820 7,070 
Woodward 64 170.89 120 6,120 8,454 
Source: 1u. s .. Bureau of the.Census, Census of Housing: 
Housing Characteristics, Oklahoma, Table 29, 
1970, General __...... . 
20klahoma Tax Commission, Assessment of Real Estate and. Iprprove"'.' 
men ts, and Real Estate Assessment-Sales Ra.tio, 1970. · 
30klahoma Employment Se~urity Commission, Oklahoma Labor Force 
Estimates, June, 1967-1971. 
4u. S. Bureau of,.the Census, Census £!.Population: ~. 
General Population Characteristics, Oklahoma, Table 35, 
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commuters in.Oklahoma.contained in 586 observations. The number of com-
muters in each observation varies. For instance, one observation 
contains 10,278 workei:s who commuted from Clevelan~ County to Oklahoma 
County whereas another observation has only two workers from Okfuskee 
County to Pottawatomie County. 
The· m1:1l tiple. regression analysi.s is applied to regress the number of 
commuters .from one c~unty to another. against all the independent vari-
ables. Several different forms of regression equations were tried in · 
order tq get.the best fit for the model. A natural log, linear equation 
was finally adopted because .. it provided the best fit for the model. The 
regression res~lts are shown.in Tables XIII and XIV. 
As indicated in Table XIV, the.functional relationships between the 
intercounty comml)ting flows an.d employment opportunities, distance and 
working population are as hypothesized. Statistically, the .employment, 
distance ang population in the origin are significant at the 1 percent 
leyel. Population in the destination is significant at the 5 percent 
level. The housing variable, estimated by.the median value of owner-
occupied housing units, shows an unexpected sign and is not statistically 
significant at the 5 percent significanc~ level. The coefficient of 
detel'lllination (R2) is O. 52. indicating that the set of independent vari-
ables in the model explains up to 52 percent of the variation of inter-
county comm~ting flows in Oklahoma. 
In addition to the ,median value of owner-occupied housing units, the 
median contract rent. and the real estate and improvem~nts ,per square mile 
in each county were tried to measure the price of housing services. In 
the estimated regression equation, the median contract rent showed a 
negative sign and real estate per square mile appeared with a positive 
TABLE }<III 
ANALYSIS OF VAR,IANCE, THE MODEL.OF COMMUTING FLOWS, DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES: NUMBER OF COMMUTERS FROt,i·ONE COUNTY TO ANOTHER 
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REGRESSION RESULTS, THE MODEL OF COMMUTING FLOWS, DEPENDENT VARIABLES: 
. ' NUMBER . OF ; COMMUTERS FROM ONE ·COUNTY· TO ANOTHER 
Inde~ndent Regression · Standard t...; Level of 
Vari,a.ble Co.ef f :i:,cien t Error st a tis.tic Significance-
Intercept 2.15 Q.51 4.2.0 0.0001 
H. 
ln -l. H; -0.03 0.15 - -0.17 · 0 .8.666 
1 
E. 
In ..l.. E. 0,40 0.09 4.38 o._0001 
]. 
ln P. 0.65 0.11 6.00 O.OQOl 
1 
ln P. 0.21 
J 
0.10 2.02 0.0429 
ln D .. -1.74 
l.J 
0.09 -20,00 0.0001 
sign. Both of th.em failed to be. statistically significant at the 5 
percent leyel. 
The re,sression equatio~ usi~g median c9ntract rent to measure the 
price of housing was: 
ln M .. 
lJ 
H. 
= 2.14 - 0.01 ln j+ 
( 4 .19) (0, 01} 






ln ...l. + 0.65 ln P. ** + 0.20 ln p. E. 1 J l· 
(~.21) (2. 02) 
* 
When real estate and improvements per square _mile was used as the. esti-
mate of the price of housing, the equation was: . 
H. E.** 
ln M •• = 1.01 + 0.09 ln it'+ 0.42 ln ir" + 0.76 ln Pi**+ 0.47 ln P3.* 
1) l. 1 
- 1. 74 ln D .. ** 
lJ 
(-20. 00) 
(6.17) (13.45) (2.47) 
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where ** and * stan9 for the .significance of the inqependent variables at 
the-.1 and 5 pe;rcent _level. Th,e t.,.~tatistics are pre~ented in the 
parenthe~es below .their responding regression coefficients. 
As .will be discussed later, the,coun~y aggregate data on the _price, 
of housing and the presence.of multicollinearity mar have ca~sed it to 
become statistically insignificant~ Al though the .othei: variables also 
face the same problems, they have shown tq.e expected signs and are 
statistically significant, · 
Since the regress.ion equation is estimated in a log, lin;ear :form, 
the .regression co~fficients of the independent variables ciµi be 
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interpreted in terms of elasticities. In .the esti~ted equation, the. 
elast;icity of.conunuting with respect to distant;e is -1.74. Other things 
held constant, one percent,increase.in th~ distanc~ between counties will 
reduce the numl?er of commuters from one county to another by 1. 74 percent. 
The con~traint of distance in an individual's conunuting behavior is quite 
substantial. The.size of·population between 18 and 64 years of age in 
the county of origin has a greater influen;ce over the flows of inter-
county commuting than the county of destination. The _elasticity of .. com-, 
muti:r:i~ with respect to the size of the defined populat;ion in th(;} origin 
county is 0.64; the destination county is 0.21. As to t~e ra~io of 
employment opportunities, the .elasticity is .0.40. If somehow th~ employ-, 
ment opportunities in the origin county are deteriorated and/or they are 
improved in.the destination county such.that the ratio is raised by one 
percent, the .. commuting flow from the .. origin to. the destination wip be 
increased by 0.40 percent, othe~ things being equal.· The ratio of.the 
price .of-housing has.the lowest. infiuen~e·over int:ercounty commuti~g. 
The elasticity of. commuting with respect to .. housing price is -0.03. 
Properties of.the Regression Results 
To test the, hypotheses of the theoretical model . by using Oklaho.ma 
intercounty ·commut~ng data,. several data and· statist:Jcal problems h.ave 
occurred in the. prqcess. A brief discuss.ion with respect to ea:ch problem 
is 1t~erefore needed. 
Data Problem -----"·---------~ 
The advantage of using the information on employment proviQed by the. 
Oklahoma.Employment Securi~y C<;>mmission, rather than the U; s .. .!22.Q. Cen~us 
of Population is th~~ the ,fc;>riner report!? employment by est~bli~hment, 
wh~le th,e la.ttel'., by place of residence, 11 Consequently, if a wor~er, 
8,4 
for instance, is ,employed in Tu~sa County but.is living in-Wagone~ County, 
then.in reporttng employment, the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission 
will incl.ude him in Tulsa Cmmty but t~e Census_ will include him in 
Wagoner County. In .. order to have a ,better measurement of employment 
opp<;>rtunities, the Oklaho_ma Employment Security Commission's report is 
used. 
However, the problem lies _in thCf) fact that the.,report of,employmen,t 
of Creek, Osage and Tulsa Counttes is included in the Tulsa SMSA; C 
Canadian, Cleveland an9 Oklahoma Ccnmties are included in the Oklaho111a 
SMSA, respectively. Consequentlf, there ar~ no separate reports on._ 
employment for these C0"4I1ties. To obt1;1.in an estimate of empl0yment of 
these individual c0unties, total employment of-the Tulsa and tl).e Oklahoma 
SMSAs is broken down by certain percentages._ The steps of deriving the 
percent~ges.are as follows: (1) sum up individually the ,number of 
workers who workec;l in the c91.D1ty qf residence.and the num1?er of in-
commuters of,these six collllties, (2) total the sums for the Tulsa SMSA 
and ·tq.e Oklahoma SMSA, respectively, and (3) divide the sum derived in 
(1) by the Sl.:lffi derived in (2) individually for eacl} county and·then mul-
tiply by 100 yielding the percentages. The es_timated elllployment of each 
countr, is then obtained by multiplying the percentages by.the Commission's 
report of tqtal employment of the Tulsa an_d the Oklahoma SMSAs. These 
11This was also pointed out.by J, K. Kuehn and·L •. D. BeD:der thatflto 
use census report of county employment _will have_ a bias of overestimating 
the major centers' employment opportlllli ties .• " See J. A. Kuehn and L. D. 
Bend.er,. "An Empirical Identification of Growth Centers," Land Econom:\,cs, 
', - ' .. 
45 {November, 1969) , p. 439. 
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steps are summarized in Table XV, 
Since. the perce}\tages are calculated based on th~ number of eac~ 
county's residence workers and in-commuters.and both the number of resi-
·dence worker and in-commµterS: measure,aocurateiy th~ employment by the_ 
place of "70rk, the derived figure~ are.expected to estimate·closely the. 
true employment in theS:e counties. Still, the,poss:t.biUty that these, 
estimates mar- have. wrongly led to a highly significant re~ati<;mship 
between commuti~g and employment opportunities s~ould not be ruled _out. 
As pointed_ out,, in th~ previous chapter, another, data. problem in the -
analysis Js the problem of aggregation,. The data on the price of housing 
and commuting distance are particularly involveg with this problem~ 
Me~ian housing value can not really control the variation of.the prices . '' '. ' ' ' . ., . ' ' . ., ' ' 
for a given quality of hqusi11g servic~s among individuals. To find out, 
whether the difference.of the prices o~ a given quality of.housing ser-
vices between t"{o c91.µ1ties is ·an,.importan,t determinant in intercounty 
commutin:g, the actual data on the_ indi_vidual basis are needed. 
Observation Problem 
The study of ,.the present chaptei; is limiteq t,;, the i!ltercounty com-
muting in O~lah<;>ma. Thus, the workel'.S who conunuteq to and from out-of-
state are excludeq from the .,study. As _a result, the out-of-state 
c~mmuting data __ are not used in test~ng the hrIJothesized relationships 
between, the dependef!-t and indepen,dent yari~bles. 
Based on the ,discussion of interstate co~ut~ng in; Chapter )II, the 
econo~ic situations of the Oklahoma boundary counties are compared with 
the~r neighboring cou11tie~ in th_e adjacent sta_tes. The employment , 
'opportunities of the lattez: are_expected_to be.better and the ,pricE: of 
TABLE XV 
ESTIMATEO EMPLOYMENT OF THE -OKLAHOMA AND THE TULSA SMSA COUNTIES, 1970 
Workers Worked In., SMSA Percent SMSA Estimated 
County in_County of Conunuters2 TOTAL in SMSA Employment 3 Employment · ·Resid·ence~ 
Oklahoma SMSA 254,262 100.00 294,300 
Canadian 6,589 . 1,015 7,640 2.99 8,,800. 
Cleveland 18,321 2,796 21,297 8.38 24,662 
Oklahoma 200,679 24,682. 225,361 88.63 260,838 
Tulsa .SMSA 175,028 100.00 205,600 
Creek 8,649 1,125 9,774 5.28 10,903 
Osage 5,643 1,479 7,112 3.85 7,950 
Tulsa 146,346 21,786 168,132 90.87 187,647 
Source: 1u. S •. Bureau of the Gensus, Census ~ Population: 1970, General Population Characteristics, 
Oklahoma, Table 119. 
2u. s. Bureau of the .Census, Sununary User Tapes,_ Fourth Count)'.', (Population), Oklahoma, Table 35-. 




housi~g to be higher than,the former. Th~refore, the exclusion of obser-
vations of intE:irstate c~mmuting tends to und~estimate th~ significance 
of the independent variables in the model. Since the regression results 
show tha;t employment, working population an4 c;listance are.all significant 
at the 1 percent level, the housing variable then is the only _varia~le 
whos~ significance is possihly underestimate4 by tq.e observation problem •. 
Statistical .Problem 
In the present mod.el, both variables .of employment. opportunities anq . 
population beb1een 18 and 64 ,years of age are utilized in the analysis. 
In each county, employment opportunities are estimated by the number of 
actually employed workers. Coun:t;y population betw:een 18 and. 64 years o~ 
age . can be considez:ed a~ the .number of .potential work.ers. Con~equently, 
the, employment c;,pportunities an_d the defined, population are suspected to 
be high:ly:correlated. To determine the extent of multicolline_arity amqng 
t~e independen_t variables; the same method used previously is .agai~ useq 
in tll;e presen.t chapter. As shown .. in Table XVI; employment, population 
and housiJlg are "harmfu~ly" correlate4 with one another. Fortunately. in 
the present model., except for housing variable, all other independent 
variables are statistic~11y sign,ificant at the ,1 or S percent level. 
This in4icates that employment . and population are strong variables in the·. 
model; th~efore ,. mul t~collinearity al though harmful, does not, affec.t the 
significance of these two variables. 
' . . ' ' ' 
To further assure that housing is the only variable .. whose signifi-
• • t ' 
cance is affected by the presence of mul ticollinea:dty, simple regression 
analysis 'is experimented with to regress .the interc.ount;y commuting flows. 
' . . ' ' ' 
on each indiv~dual inqepen4ent variable, respectively. As shown in. 
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Tabl.e XVII the results of this experimentation show thl\lt all. the inde".' 
pendent variables have, the expected signs_ and are significant at .the 1 
perc~nt level. This implies that housing is the only variable whose sig-
nificance is seri~usly affected by multicollinearity. It could be that 
th.e presence of multicollinearity in. the_ model has caused the housing 
variable to appear in the estimated regression equation with an 
unexpected sign. 
TABLE XVI 
MULTIPLE CORRELATIQN COEFFICIENTS (MCC) OF THE DEPENDENT AND. 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, .. MODEL OF . COMMUTING FLOWS 
H. E. 
ln M .. ln i"· ln .-1.. ln P. ln P. ln D .. 
1~ E. 1 J 1J 1 1 
MCC With Otl}er 
Independent 
Variable$ 
o. 72 0.74 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.31 
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RESUl.TS OF SIMPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE 
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This chapter has :attempted to <;levelop a model of conunuting flows to 
analyze the ,determinants of intercounty COlllJ!lUting. Five variables -are 
s.elected by the .model tq e~plain the existing flows of intercounty com-
muting. - Th~ model hypothesizes the following: (1) conunuters trade off 
higher housin~ expenditures against commuting costs in their.choices o.f 
the,county of.resiqenc~ and the C(?unty of work, (2) commuters are at-
tractec,l. to tlle col,lilties with relatively abundant.employment opportmiities, 
' . ,· \ ·; . . . ' . . 
(3} tl}e size of population between 18 and 64 years of age in both counties . 
of origin,and destination exert positive influence over the interaction 
between them through commuting. The interaction is negatively _associated 
with distance-between. the _two comit:\,es. The results of the m~ltiple 
regression analrsis support the hypothe~es concerning distanc~, employ-
ment opportunitie,s ang. population, and fa,il t~ provide any statis:ticS:l 
evidence showing that: the ,difference·in,the price.of housing between. 
counties is a significant det:erminan~ in intercounty commuttng. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
The present study attempts to accqmplish three objectives: (1) to 
provide~ overall view of the 1970 int~rcountr comm1,1ting flows in Okla-
homa and _their relationships to selected economic growth ch~ract_eristic~. 
(2) to describe the typical charact~ristics .of intercounty commute:r;-s in 
Oklaho1J1a.and (~) to analyze the determinants of intercounty cqmmuting, 
The purpose of this. chapter. is to. summarize the ._findings ,of the present. 
study and, to provide some of the related implications of the findings. 
In the .first. section, major findings of the st11dy of. intercounty commuting 
flows and the related policy iss.ues . .are prese11,ted. The relationship be-
tween interco1,1nty commuting and th,e growth of population and employment 
of a.county is provided in the second se~tion. The fin4ing of the 
typical chaz:act~ristics .of interco-µnty co:nm;tute~s in Oklahoma.are presented. 
in the_ third section.· The: last section provides the studi~d results of 
the determinant;s of ,inte:r;-county C(?mmuting. The impact of creating new 
jqbs and high price of gasoline on intercounty commuting are evaluated :i;r~ 
the.,same,sect:j,on. 
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Interco~ty Commuting Flows and Their 
Related Policy Is~ues. 
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Intercounty commuting has become increasingly important in the state. 
of Oklahoma. In 1970 almost one out of every.nine .workers wo~ked outside 
his residence county. To obtain a closer look at the intercounty 
commuti11:g flows, the first P.art of this study examined various· aspects of 
intercounty commuting. The major findings were: (1) about 8.0 perce11:t of 
all in,tercounty commuting in the ,state origina~ed in eastern.and c~ntral 
Oklahoma (Regions 1, 2, 3, S, 6, and 8), and 85 percent of the incre~se 
in intercounty commuting from 1960 to 1970 occurred in the .same area, 
(2) Planning regions 1, 2, 5 and 9 had large .out-commuting flows into the 
metropolitan regions,6 and 8, (3) the interregional and interstate·com-
muting captured;about one-third and one-sixth of the state total inter-
county commuting, respectively, and (4) the. net commuting out of the 
state of.Oklahoma.to the adjacent states was about 10,000. 
T"".o related policy issues .with respect to the above findings may be 
noted .. One is concerned with the tremendous commuting flows across 
planning regions. These flows emphasize the importance of multiregional 
coordination in planning for job development and estimating commuting 
facilities requirements. The other relates to the probl~m of public 
financial disparities du.e to in,tercounty commuting. School districts 
which are lqcated in destinat:i,.on counties benefited from .the prope~ty tax 
revenue levied from tl).e establishments where in-commuters work. Conse-
quently, school dis.tricts in the .origin counties may have insufficient 
financial support from their residing workers who out-commute to work. 
The same point can be made by other local services financed through the 
property tax. 
Intercounty-Commuting ~d the Growth of 
Population and Employment of ·a County 
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A typology was developed on the b~sis of county commuting rates, 
population size and growth. The purpose was.to study the role·of inter-
county comm~ting in a county's.growth of population and employment. It 
wa~ found that counties with high population growth and high county co.in-
muting rat~s have a significant ec~nomic potential which.is generally 
ba,sed on a locat:i,.on n~ar employment growth center_s. Out-c~mmuting stimu-
lates emplo~ent growth in some of the co4nti~s but not in others. The. 
former counties may be entitl.ed employment-residential growth centers; 
the latter,. residential growth center~. Countie~ with population .decline 
were subdivided into those wit,h low and high county commuting rates. The. 
residents of count:i,.es with low co]l)Illuti~g rates.may have relied mainly on 
out7migration in. the search for employment opportunities. For those 
' I• ' ' ' - ' ' ' • 
counties with ·high commuting rat~s, ho.th method:s of out~migration and 
out .. comml,lting were useid in seeking employment. 
The Typical Characteri.stics of 
Intercounty Commuters. 
In. Ch~pter IV, a model was developed in the form of a li.near .mul t~ple .. 
regression equatio~ to describe the character~stics of Oklahoma~s inter-. 
county commut~rs. The e!?timated.regression equation revealed that-a 
ty:pical Ok~aho~a intercount)' commuter is expected to be the one who; 
(1) has a relatively low l.evel of education, . (2} lives in a cqunty in 
which the prevailing wage rate is relatively low, (3) lives, in a county 
in which the populaticm growth is relatiyely high, (4) lives. close· to .a 
SMSA central city .and (~) liv.es in a co~ty -in which good roads are 
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available. A male worker.and/or a home owner are also expected to have a 
relatively .highe_r tell:dency to .commute than if otherwise. A separate 
study of tq.e tendency-to commute of White~, Indians and Negroes showed 
that. Whites have a relatively lower tendency to COIIllllUte than Indians but 
higher than Negroes, 
The Determinants of Intercounty Comm4ting 
To analyze the determinants of intercounty commuting, Chapter V 
developed a model of commuting flows. The model was.built in the form of. 
a natural )og, line~r multiple regression equation. The number of corn-. 
rnuters from one county to another was used as the dependent variable. 
The indepenclent variables utilizeq in the model were: the price of a 
given quality of housing services, employment opportunities,. county popu-, 
lation be'trween 18 and 64 years of age ancl commuting distance. These 
variables were interpreted from the viewpoint of household behavior 
theory. Es?entiaUy, the model hypothesized that an individual who com-
mutes to work does so because: (1) he can achieve a desirable trade-off 
between housing expenditures and comm4ting costs and (2) he can obtain 
better ernploym!;mt in the .destination county. The distanc~ variable in 
th,e model was treated as . a rneasurel!lent of aggregate disutility whic,h off-
sets the saving on housing expenditures and discoi,mts the employment 
opportunities inthe destination county. County population between 18 
ancl 64 years of age in origin and destination were used in the.model as 
scale,factors to control the absolute flows of intercounty commuting. 
The regression results supported the hypotheses_ of t}J.e model relating 
employment opportunities, commuting distance and population. The 
hypothesis concerning an individual's trade-off between housing 
expenditures and commuting costs was not supported by the.regression 
an~lysis. 
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Accor(Jing to the regression coefficient of empl<:>yment ratio in the , 
estimated equation, intercounty co~uting was inelastic with respect to 
employment opportunities. The elasticity in this c<:>ntext is defined as. 
the perce~t change of ·the commuting flow.s from oll,e · county . to another 
divided .,by the perGent ,change of each independent variable. Since the 
regression equatiqn was estimat~d in the form of nat~ral .log, the regres-
sion coefficien.ts of the independe~t variables c~n be interpreted d~rect,ly 
as ela~tic~ties,. · Table XVIU provides sev.eral numerical examples showing 
the .magnitudes of corresponding changes of in-co~ters an.d out-:-commuters 
to an.d fr.om several sel,ected, countie~ as .a result of changes ,of employment 
' ' ' 
opportuni,ties in these counties.. These counties were select~d because 
they were identified as growth centers or potential growth CE::nter.s in . the 
discussion of Chapter III. They ·were in _the t):'Pology of cla~sifications 
2 and ,4 whic~ had rel_atively large population anq. low .commuting rates 
with net in-commuting in 1970 and rapid growth of employment from 1960 to 
1970. 
Suppose that there.are 500 new jobs cre~ted in Payne County and 
other things are held constant. · As a result I the ,employme~t rat;ios .. with 
respect to Payne County .and. its related neighboring counties ,will pe 
changed. Note that the employment ratio was defined in,early Chapter.,v 
as t}J.e employment in destin.ation county divided hr the eiµployment in 
origin county. Therefore, th~ ratio will be .increased by 2.78 perce~t if. 
PaynE;i is th,e des tin~tion county. (Accordirig to. Tab le XII, employment in 
Payne.County,was actuaHy 18,000 in 19.70.) In the case of Payne being 
the origin county, th~ employment r~tio .will then ;be decreased by 2.78 
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TABLE XVIII 
ESTIMATED CHANGES OF THE NUMBER OF C.OMMUTERS -AS A RESULT OF AN INCREASE 
OF 500 JOBS IN SELECTEDCOUNTiES, OKLAHOMA, i970 
Collll:ty-
In- Change of Out- Change .of 
commuters In-commuters commuters Out-commuters 
Classificatiqn 2 
Comanche 1,360 10.9 546 - 4.3 
.' \ , 
Oklahoma 24,682 19.7 3,558 - 2.8 
Tulsa 21, 78.6 24.0 2,352 - 2.6 
PaynE? 926 10.3 1,140 -12.3 
Texas 253 8.3 360 -l0.9, 
Woodward 364 11.9 246 - 7.5 
Classification 4 
Garfield 792 6.9 498 - 4.3 
Jac1'son· •. 495 10.5 192 - 3 •• 9 
Pittsburg 1,435 21. 7 339 - 4.9 
S0urce: J. Hu, R. Moomaw, and L. Warner;· Commuting .Flows ~Counties, 
and Substll.te .Planning R~gions, Oklahoma, 1970, Research Founda-
tion_, Oklaham~ State -University, Stillwater, Oklahom~, 1974, 
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percent. In order to obtain· th~ correspondi~g percen.tage changes of 
in-comm'l,lting and out-comm~ting to ~d · from Payne County, the,se calcu~atec;l 
perc;entage changes of employment ratios are m~l tip lied by 0.4 which is 
the elasticity of.commuting with respect to employment opportunities,. 
The resultant changes of the nuniber of in-commute:r;s and out .. commuters to. 
and from Payne .are obtained by multiplying the ori~;inal number of Payn~ 
Cmn~ty's in-comm1,Jters and out-commuters. wit~ the .corresponding percentage 
chan~es-of in-commuting a~d out-c~mmuting. 
As shown, in Table XVIII,· a substantial increase of employment. oppor-
tqnities by 500 jobs ,in ea~h one of these count:ies ,has only a marginal. 
effect on-commuting flows. The largest changes of in-co~uting and out":' 
commuting were less than 2S commuters. Th:i,s indicates t~at a~though the 
emplo~ent.opportun,ity is a significant variable in deterJl!,inin~ inter-. 
county commuting, the c11,ange of eiwloyment opportunities has a sm~ll 
impact. on interc.ounty commuting flows •. 
The regression coefficient of the distan~e variable indicated that 
the elasticity of commut~ng wUh respect to .co~ting dis1;:anc~ is el,ast:i,c. 
EconoJllical,ly, the distance in the ,regression eq~at,ion can be t;eat~d as 
t~e cost of commuting. The high price of gasoline,, · as .a result of energy 
short~ge, implies high commuting _cost, A high con:un:uting cost will obvi-
ously reduce t4e in~iden<?e of interc~unty;comm~ting. A growth center 
st,rategy which _inte:o,ds to provide_employmen.t opportunities to surrounc,ling 
coun~ies will .have to consider thi_s high cost of -intercounty cqmrnuting. 
If. the relative pri,ce of gasoline continues to.be high in.the futur~, 
daily commuting will become a financ,ial burden fo:r most of the wage 
workers. Th.e inc~dence of intercounty cqmmuting may be reduced if educa-
tional prqgrams ·lengthen. the years of. educatic;,n and wage. rate . 
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differentia,ls te.nd to converge. In the long run, it may be. expected that 
jobs would moye closer to people and/or people migrate.to obtain jobs. 
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